Breitbart News is doing the work that the New York Times and the Washington Post and the Lame Stream Media have NOT been doing for YEARS! Speaking the Truth on H-1B and STEM Job Loss and Lives Ruined. Breitbart May be Alt Wrong but they were Alt Right on the H-1B F-1 Student and OPT Visa Practices that is Killing STEM and IT Jobs. Breitbart stepped up with facts, figures and passion to support the IT worker cause.
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Breitbart Becomes a Major Player in H-1B Coverage. Mainstream Media (MSM) is the (LSM) Lamestream Media on H-1B and F-1 OPT Visa Job Killing in the Year 2015 to Present.

In a blog Norm Matoff is quoted:

“I must say that I had never even heard of the Breitbart news site until a few months ago. And my first impression was amusement more than anything else, especially when they referred to me as a “top Democrat.” Yet, I’m coming to respect them more and more, as they are doing a great job of covering a topic the mainstream media (MSM) is reluctant to investigate properly — the H-1B work visa and related topics such as OPT.”

“Just in the last few days alone, Breitbart has run interesting articles on Donald Trump and Mike Huckabee, plus an analysis by Professor Ron Hira of Marco Rubio’s views on H-1B, and one on Rubio’s deep pockets tech funders. We all
know the huge role that money plays in politics, but that last article is pretty scary.

“Many of my readers think the MSM is horribly biased on H-1B issues. I’ve generally defended the MSM, saying they are merely ignorant, victims of the tech industry’s relentless PR campaigns to implant in the American consciousness the ideas that we have a STEM labor shortage, that the foreign STEM students are all geniuses, etc. But I must say that even I was taken aback by something a reporter from a top MSM outlet recently said to me in an e-mail exchange. I had corrected her terming H-1B visa holders as “immigrants” (many hope to immigrate, but H-1B is simply a temporary work visa), she replied, “I am aware that the term of law for foreign workers on temporary visas is “non-immigrant.” But it is legal jargon that we avoid [at this MSM outlet], in no small part because its tone is insulting to the foreigners. (From non-immigrant to non-person is not a long way.)” Norm Matoff is End quoted:

Sample of Breitbart graphics reporting on the Visa issues nobody else would touch:

---

**Exhibit 1: H-1B is the most commonly issued work visa in the US**

Types of US work visas; duration considers maximum initial stay, not opportunity for renewals; visas issued includes new visas, and renewals issued in 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U.S. Work Visas</th>
<th>For those with job offers</th>
<th>For inter-office transfers</th>
<th>For those with “extraordinary ability or achievement”</th>
<th>For those with achievements in the arts, sciences, or business</th>
<th>For foreign investors</th>
<th>For treaty investors</th>
<th>Temporary business visa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H-1B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-1A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-1B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-1A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>Permanent</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>1-6 months</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Visas issued</strong></td>
<td>172,748</td>
<td>78,537</td>
<td>23,680*</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>41,289</td>
<td>43,421</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Broader category than O-1A, which includes O-1, O-2, and O-3 visas

**Source:** US Citizenship and Immigration Services, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research.

---

SAVE page commentary as such:
The MSM or Main Stream Media has become the (LSM) Lame Stream Media in my observation pattern. Only the New York Times has stepped up. The progressive site Alternet finally did a H-1B piece on SunTrust layoffs, but when I go over my list of so called liberal mainstream media, I find little to nothing about H-1B abuse and the crashing and burning of US IT Workers lives. Here is my list of media that has neglected the H-1B and F1 OPT situation that haunts workers all over the county, and not just IT.

Here is my list of MSM who refuse to cover the issue as of 2015:

- Huffington Post
- Washington Post
- Wall Street Journal
- The Nation
- The Guardian
- Mother Jones
- Atlantic
- Politico
- The New Yorker
- Vox
- Vanity Fair
- Wired
- Tech Crunch
- Bloomberg

All of the Cable and Network News except local news in affected areas like Florida and California.

Do I need to say that the Main Stream Media (MSM) SUCKS?

I was not a happy camper about this and suspect corporate America behind the scenes blocking these supposedly FREE PRESS MEDIA, keeping the lid on H-1B coverage. Ignorance is not the issue; this thing has been in the presidential debates and on the front burner.
https://normsaysno.wordpress.com/2015/11/01/breitbart-becomes-a-major-player-in-h-1b-coverage/

**Commentary:**

In my observation, only three media outlets are reporting the issue Computerworld, New York times and Breitbart News. All of them are NOT bestowed to the Corporate America Media Empire. Let us examine the New York Times evolution and computer to Breitbart in terms of reader reaction - comments.

In recent years the New York Times has not done a good job on H1B F1 OPT, what I have read was lame and inaccurate and biased, at least now they have published something, the Disney article it was a big something, hey, my standards are low on MSM, I will take what I can get, New York Times readers posted nearly 2,800 comments in response to Disney Magic Kingdom of H1-B Hell article last June 2015, many readers expressing deep suspicion of the H-1B visa program, which aims to place immigrants in high-skill jobs that cannot be filled by Americans. The article was also the number one e-mailed article for over 20 hours. People who read the NYT finally heard about IT workers training their replacements. It was a breakthrough article in my mind. They published the ABC News story in which employees were re-instated after the bad publicity due to the Disney New York Times article. A month or so later another H1B article was on NYT about Toys R US, they got Julia Preston, prize winner reporter on the case.

A subsequent NYT article about the comments itself on the Disney article generated over 450 comments. If you want to talk about the number of comments about H1B, the Breitbart news empire conquers all; over 4500 comments on various H1B Disney and H-1B debate posts. There was a Yahoo article that went viral in June 2014 that generated over 5000 comments, after that the well runs dry.

Huffington Post is my BIGGEST DISAPPOINTMENT. No Disney H1B on their site, that Breitbart right wing nut case land, can’t go there or maybe there is another reason? I Wonder? Who owns the HUFF POST?

Of the Top 100 Companies Issuing H1B Visas in 2015: Number 18 is Amazon, if you are a Washington Post reporter do you want to bite the hand that feeds you. NO. Amazon is big H1B shop, Bezos is a hot head, get my drift, no H-1B stories on H-1B and F-1 OPT in those elaborate Wash Post articles, no human interest stories on this subject baby, Jeff Bezos is the Wash Post life line.
I consider myself a progressive and a liberal and subscribe to the MSM, for the past years and I started a FB page to track and follow the H1-B, F-1 OPT and Outsourcing issues since the summer of 2014. The site is an academic repository and a rant. Now suddenly I am posting Breitbart in 2015 and 2016.

I CANNOT BELIEVE IT THAT I AM SO POSTING SO MANY BREITBART T_PARTY ARTICLES!

I was not a happy camper about the MSM and suspect corporate America is behind the scenes blocking these supposedly FREE PRESS MEDIA, keeping the lid on H-1B coverage. Ignorance is not an issue now; this thing has been in the debate and on the front burner. No more excuses MSM.

When we first started the SAVE page, we only posted sad and revealing stories of IT Pros losing their jobs and maybe an article from Computer World. I posted once a month, it was that dead. Slowly the amount of articles posted has increased exponentially over time. In the last two years some significant progress has occurred on the visa reform playing field. Having read a ton of articles and posted many, I have observed and identified some milestones that have occurred that have improved our plight in the past few years.

Media outlets have increased their coverage dramatically since my life in posting began in the summer of 2014 on August 1. The book Sold Out was published, the New York Times and Sara Blackwell emerged and that has increased public awareness to a point we have not witnessed before. Computerworld has done a great service for IT workers. IT workers are speaking out and demonstrating on the streets and lawsuits are in motion.

The H-1B issue is now becoming more of a national conversation. Compared to 2014 ago, we are on a roll. When Trump and Blackwell entered the scene, the H-1B and other visa issues exploded on the media scene and the next year or so will tell us whether any change will occur in labor discrimination via various executive actions by the Trump administration.

Our job killing visa issues over time have passed thru various milestones and stages of progression into the world of power and influence.

**Milestone 1:** Identification of the H-1B, F-1 OPT, L-1 visa problem by means of various social media presence that emerged for education and to excerpt political pressure. IT professionals post their job lost experiences on various article posts. Heartbreaking. Late Summer of 2014. Nobody was listening and nobody cares.

**Milestone 2:** A major media story on the Disney layoff in the New York Times broke the H-1B issue wide open and educated the general public. Early summer, on June 4, 2015. Thousands of comments were posted on NYT site in
outrage. Knowledge transfer and training a foreign guest worker as your replacement to receive severance pay blew minds.

**Milestone 3:*** Publication of the book “Sold Out” in November of 2015. The level of detail and references in which the authors Michelle Malkin and John Miano delve into and describe about the US Government’s fraud ridden guest visa system and its adverse effects on US IT Citizens is amazing and shocking in its scope. The number of citations illustrated is breathtaking.

**Milestone 4:** Donald Trump and Jeff Sessions publicize H-1B policy in the Presidential campaign and in the February 25, 2015 Senate Committee on the Judiciary Committee “The Impact of High-Skilled Immigration on U.S. Workers” hearings. The H-1B issue hits pay dirt when it was brought up contentiously in the Presidential debate. The Senate hearing was powerful with Leo breakdown over his Disney hell generating thousands of You Tube Video hits. Breaking all social media records for the IT H-1B issue.

**Milestone 5:** The emergence of Sara Blackwell and her media events and TV interviews and association with the Trump campaign. IT workers have stopped being shy, and they are now protesting on the streets and getting persistent media coverage thanks to Sara and Patrick. This milestone is huge, for media pressure is what these companies do not like, especially local TV and national media coverage, but somehow they do not care and continue the H-1B madness.

**Milestone 6:** The emergence of Breitbart News as the principal moral force with factorial reporting of H-1B layoffs; while the mainstream media ignores the plight of IT hell layoffs. The coverage of H-1B visa abuse has cracked open in several media sites that refused to cover the issue; case in point the Washington Post and Politico. Just to give you an idea, the SAVE or SAITJ page posted 100 headline posts in 2015. In 2016 over 500 headline posts and who knows how many comment posts were published. Suddenly there are H-1B and highly skilled visa workers articles all over the place.

**Milestone 7:** IT professionals have more advocate groups increasing their focus on the issue with groups such as the Federation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR), IEEE-USA, Center for Immigration Studies (CIS) and Numbers USA plus Protect US Workers are performing lobbying and social media functions for IT workers. These groups are already gaining clout in Trump Land.

Numbers USA and FAIR have been recently noted as growing in influence in the Washington DC halls of power in their effort to reduce legal immigrants holding illicit H-1B, and spousal H-4 visa and multiplying green cards that eliminate US jobs. Recent news reports indicate that Trump official are collaborating on policy action to remedy the imbalance of legal immigration
and the effect on employment prospects of IT and STEM workers. The bleeding must stop so the wounds may heal.

Alas, as of the Year 2018, things have changed. Break thru articles in the New York Times and other media outlets have changed their tune due to the work of IT Worker advocacy groups like Protect US Workers and political actions by Donald Trump. 60 Minutes got into the act with a tear jerking reports of canned University of San Francisco IT workers. It seems like everybody who reads and heard anything has heard about IT workers training their H-1B replacements.

As of 2018 I have noticed that these outlets have published articles that point out the hideous deficiencies and unfair discriminatory practices of the H-1B visa and the need for reform. The biggest change in editorial policy has occurred in the Huffington Post,

Washington Post, Bloomberg, Wall Street Journal, Mother Jones, Politico and The Atlantic have all published articles critical of the H-1B system, the Washington Post has even published and editorial to clean up the H1-B visas mess.

OBAMA PREPARES GIVE-AWAY OF WHITE-COLLAR JOBS AND CITIZENSHIP TO FOREIGN GRADUATES

By Neil Munro
28 Sep 2015

Breitbart News Flash: Obama Staff Planning the BIG FU to US College Grads - Big Giveaway to International Students and L-1 Visas for US Companies -

Obama got his Valley Lobby $$$ to get elected - now pay back to the West Coast Billionaires Club. USA Workers think they are taking the Elevator to success; instead they get the Shaft. Ian Smith is on the case from Immigration Reform Law Institute - a conservative POV.

TOP QUOTE:

“Together, these three programs — H-1B, OPT and L Visa — have created a resident population of more than 1 million lower-wage foreign college grads who are working in jobs sought by American graduates, all around the country.

“If Obama’s deputies annually provide EADs to 125,000 foreign workers — that’s roughly half the current annual inflow of guest-worker graduates— they will further glut the labor market by adding one foreign worker for every six American college graduates.”
"President Barack Obama's deputies are quietly hacking a gap through immigration regulations to allow them to import hundreds of thousands of university-trained foreign workers for jobs sought by American college grads."

"They’re bending immigration law until it almost breaks," says Ian Smith, a lawyer at the Immigration Reform Law Institute. The Obama-hack, he added, should be fixed by Congress or a judge"

"The regulatory hack is part of Obama’s broad immigration-boosting alliance with Fortune 500 Companies and the GOP’s establishment. In 2013 and 2014, most — but not all — of his prior amnesty and immigration plans were blocked by voters and judges, despite furious lobbying of the GOP by business.”

“If Obama succeeds, he would make life tougher for young and middle-aged American graduates, who are already facing wage-cutting competition from the roughly 1 million white-collar guest-workers that the U.S. government allows to live in the United States. The extra foreign graduates would also deter young Americans from high-tech careers, and provide the Democratic Party with more donations and more voters.

“But Obama’s hack would also spotlight a large opportunity for any GOP 2016 candidate eager to win votes from America’s young college grads, their parents and the hard-pressed professional sector. So far, only Donald Trump has seized the opportunity by promising to make foreign guest-workers more expensive to hire. If he is elected, and reforms the H-1B program, he’d likely transfer roughly 600,000 guest-worker jobs to American graduates.”

“That’s almost equal to the number of Americans who graduate each year from college with skilled degrees.”

“Basically, Obama’s regulatory hack would convert a long-standing bureaucratic band-aid into a process for printing extra work-permits.”

“The decision has not been announced, but is being finalized by officials at the Department of State and the Department of Homeland Security, Smith told Breitbart News.”

“Currently, the band-aid, dubbed the Employment Authorization Document, is given to people who have been approved for — but have not yet received — their Green Cards.

But there’s no statute that limits how early the EADS can be granted to people who apply for Green Cards.”
“So the administration now wants to award EADs up to six years before foreign workers can get Green Cards, says Smith.”

I STOP HERE - READ LINK.

Obama and his merry crew of pranksters are doing great damage to US college grads and Workers everywhere in USA. He likes his INTERNATIONAL street CRED That means our college grads are literally ON THE STREET.


“The Impact of High-Skill Guestworker Programs and the STEM Workforce”

Statement of Hal Salzman, Ph.D., Professor, E.J. Bloustein School of Planning & Public Policy, J.J. Heldrich Center for Workforce Development, Rutgers University for the Hearing on: “The Impact of High-Skilled Immigration on U.S. Workers”, Submitted to the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, 25 February 2016:

https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/02-25-16 Salzman Testimony.pdf

Obama Staff Planning the BIG FU to US College Grads - Big Giveaway to International Students and L-1 Visas for US Companies -
BREITBART SITE SCREAMS ABOUT TOYS “R” H1B – OCTOBER 7, 2015.

TOYS ‘R’ US FORCES U.S. COLLEGE GRADS TO TRAIN THEIR H-1B FOREIGN REPLACEMENTS

By ADELLE NAZARIAN

6 Oct 2015

Readers goes nuts!, Over 1400 comments as of this timestamp, Breitbart points to Marco Rubio who want to triple the H1B quota. Breitbart reporters refer to the New York Times Toys article and then slams Rubio and then calls out other companies who have fucked US IT Worker. Bam, Slam and Boom - “Other companies that have displaced American workers in favor of H-1B visa laborers include Disney in Florida, Southern California Edison, Harley Davidson Wisconsin, Cargill in Minnesota, Pfizer in Connecticut, and Xerox in New York.”
One reader comment was dead on: “I find it beyond ironic that Harley Davidson's pitch isn’t quality (which is crap), but 'Buy American'.”

Mark $$$SucktheMoneyBerg gets a shout out, but not in a positive way:

“Corporations and lobby groups such as Mark Zuckerberg’s FWD.us, falsely claim that these H-1B visa workers create more jobs for Americans. In fact, there are far more U.S. graduates with STEM and IT degrees than there are jobs available.”

“This past May, Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-AL), who chairs the Senate Judiciary Committee subcommittee on Immigration and the National Interest wrote, “Each year, the U.S. graduates twice as many students with STEM degrees as are hired in STEM occupations. Contrary to the suggestion that these students are finding better, higher-paying jobs, the opposite is true.”

I like the approach of the article - Know the Enemy, then point out who in congress is behind the efforts to bring in overseas workers to replace US IT Workers, or any worker, like the poor middle aged accountant who was replaced at the zenith of her life @ Toy “R” Us by a H1B slave.

“However both Republican and Democratic legislators such as 2016 presidential candidate Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) are pushing for the passage of their I-Squared bill (Immigration Innovation) which would triple the number of H-1B visas in America, allowing these corporations cut even more labor costs in what many are referring to as corporate greed. Other co-sponsors of the bill include Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-UT), Sen. Jeff Flake (R-AZ), Sen. Amy Klobuchar (D-MN) and, Chris Coons (D-DE), and Sen. Richard Blumenthal (D-CT). “

Connecticut is a big H1B paradise and Sen. Richard Blumenthal (D-CT) must be getting Tata and Silicon Valley $$. Indians have take over Hartford. Apartment complexes are jammed with overseas Indians. But right now it is Marco “The Water Boy” Rubio who is public enemy number one for IT Workers!

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/10/06/toys-r-us-forces-u-s-college-grads-train-h-1b-foreign-replacements/
Breitbart News Interviews Donald Trump on H1B after Controversial Debate Statements! After the debate and the Donald’s less than pleasing remarks about the H1B abuse, the Trumpeter decided to be interviewed by Breitbart News (BNN). Earlier in the day, Breitbart News posted a story critical of Trump’s H1B debate performance – October 29, 2015.
Breitbart News Interviews Donald Trump on H1B after controversial debate statements! After the debate and the Donald’s less than pleasing remarks about the H1B abuse, the Trumper decided to be interviewed by Breitbart News (BNN). Earlier in the day, Breitbart News posted a story critical of Trump’s H1B debate performance.

I will just cut to the chase and cut and paste the five-question interview.

QUOTE:

“BNN: The media has been filled with stories about companies flying in low-wage H-1B workers to replace American workers in tech jobs. Adding insult to injury, these American workers have been forced to train their replacements. If you were President, would you put a stop to this practice?

DT: Day one. This is why I got into this race. Because the everyday working person in this country is getting screwed. Lobbyists write the rules to benefit the rich and powerful. They buy off Senators like Sen. Marco Rubio (R-FL) to help them get rich at the expense of working Americans by using H-1B visas—so called “high tech” visas—to replace American workers in all sorts of solid middle class jobs. If I am President, I will not issue any H-1B visas to companies that replace American workers and my Department of Justice will pursue action against them.

BNN: Hundreds of workers at Disney were forced to train their foreign replacements. But while Florida Senator Nelson rallied to their cause, Senator Rubio did not. While Nelson has called for an investigation, Rubio has not. While Nelson has called to reduce H-1Bs, Rubio has demanded more. Senator Rubio has been the top promoter in Congress for expanding the H-1B program even though millions American tech workers are out of jobs. Rubio’s new bill triples H-1Bs and has zero protections for American workers. Advocates for tech workers said Rubio’s bill would “destroy” the U.S. tech workforce. Rubio’s bill is even endorsed by the CEO of Disney. What do you think of Rubio’s bill?

DT: It’s a disaster. It would allow any company in America to replace any worker with cheaper foreign labor. It legalizes job theft. It gives companies the legal right to pass over Americans, displace Americans, or directly replace Americans for good-paying middle class jobs. More than 80 percent of these H-1Bs are paid less than the average wage. Senator Rubio works for the lobbyists, not for Americans. That is why he is receiving more money from Silicon Valley than any other candidate in this race. He is their puppet.

BNN: During the debate, Senator Rubio listed several protections he thought American workers should receive. But the New York Times said Rubio’s bill would does the opposite of what he said, and does not contain a single one of the protections he mentioned. Instead, his bill simply triples the number of H-1B
visas given as low-wage substitutes to corporations. Does Rubio have a problem with the truth?

DT: Yes, Senator Rubio is incapable of telling the truth. He should be disqualified for dishonesty alone.

BNN: Do you think agree with Senator Rubio that there is a shortage of talented Americans?

DT: Rubio is dead wrong. America produces the best and brightest in the world. It’s time to stand up for own students—many of whom are racked with terrible, terrible debt and facing a disastrous job market. We are graduating two times more students in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) than find jobs in those fields every year. We have a surplus of talented Americans and we need them to get jobs first.

BNN: What should happen with the Florida workers who have been replaced?

DT: I am calling TODAY on Disney to hire back every one of the workers they replaced, and I am calling on Rubio to immediately rescind his sponsorship of the I-Squared bill and apologize to every Floridian for endorsing it. I am further calling on Rubio to return the money he has received from Silicon Valley CEOs and to donate the money to a charity helping unemployed Americans whose jobs Rubio has helped to destroy.”

END QUOTE:

Trump got smart quickly and did this interview, he was getting killed on the BNN networks. His answers sound reasonable, it would have been a better situation for him and IT workers if he could have slammed dunked Rubio as he did in the interview. Trump calls Rubio a Silicon Valley Puppet, that sounds like something I would say.

As of 10 AM EST 6350 Comments were posted, a stunning number of Happy Happy Patriots.


MARCO RUBIO BLAMES THE VICTIMS: FOREIGN TECH WORKERS MORE QUALIFIED THAN AMERICANS

By Julia Hahn
29 Oct 2015
Breitbart News Blasts Marco Rubio on H1B after controversial debate statements! One wonders what Marco Rubio the Silicon Valley $$$Zuckerberg$$$ water boy is thinking? We know he does not show up for his Senate job, does this guy read these Breitbart reports about him and his H1B policies? Does he care about the Disney scene in his home state?

“No Indian nationals involved in knowledge transfer process with the caveat my boss being an H-1B.”

Breitbart News Blasts Marco Rubio on H1B after controversial debate statements! One wonders what Marco Rubio the Silicon Valley $$$Zuckerberg$$$ water boy is thinking? We know he does not show up for his Senate job, does this guy read these Breitbart reports about him and his H1B policies? Does he care about the Disney scene in his home state?

I am thinking this guy and his staff have Hellen Keller syndrome which is defined as someone is caught in the act of doing something wrong and all of a sudden don't remember seeing, hearing, or saying anything. Marco and his staff are deaf, dumb and blind to the plight of IT Workers, a quote from his staff floored me of arrogance and dumbness or numbness of these comments below.

QUOTE FROM ARTICLE ON A RUBIO STAFF COMMENT ON THE ISSUE:

“There are American workers who, for lack of a better term, can’t cut it. There shouldn’t be a presumption that every American worker is a star performer. There are people who just can’t get it, can’t do it, don’t want to do it. And so you can’t obviously discuss that publicly because—.”

“At which point another Rubio aide jumped in asserting, “But the same is true for the high-skilled worker.” To which, the first Rubio aide replied, “Yes, and the same is true across every sector, in government, in everything.”

“This year, in Rubio’s home state of Florida, the Walt Disney Company laid off hundreds of professionals and ordered them to train their H-1B replacements.”

Breitbart News then states, QUOTE:

“Instead of moving to stop Disney from using the H-1B visas, Rubio plowed ahead with his plan to triple lower-wage H-1B visas used to replace Americans. Rubio’s bill, the Immigration Innovation Act—or I-Squared—is endorsed by Disney’s CEO. That complicated bill also includes language in Section 303 that would allow an unlimited inflow of foreign college grads to work in a very wide variety of professional and technical sectors.”
Rubio told a nationwide audience in Wednesday’s CNBC Republican presidential debate that companies are importing foreign graduates because American college grads just can’t do the work, opens the article.

The brilliant Marco stated at the debate: “We need to get back to training people in this country to do the jobs of the 21st century... The best way to close this gap is to modernize higher education so Americans have the skills for those jobs,” Rubio claimed. The “ideal scenario is to train Americans to do the work, so we don’t have to rely on people from abroad,” Rubio declared.

The article approach includes the human tragedy of lives ruined with statements of horror about the H1B after life of unemployment and misery.

QUOTE: “Many of the American workers being laid off and replaced by H-1bs are struggling to make ends meet and provide for their children. As one fired American said, “My layoff has made my children fearful of their future and the security of their home. If I stay in the IT field I run a high risk of again being replaced by a foreign worker. It’s a farce teaching our kids STEM when the government is permitting U.S. companies to abuse the H-1B visa program, which allows foreigners to take these future jobs from them.”

The Breitbart reporters did some big data analytics, statistical conclusions.

QUOTE:

“Data from the U.S. Census bureau and labor experts documents how “American professionals... can’t cut it” narrative could not be further from the truth.”

“The United States has a surplus— not a shortage— of skilled American professionals. Rutgers’ Hal Salzman has documented how the U.S. graduates two times more STEM students each year than find STEM graduates; there are more than 11 million Americans with STEM training but without STEM employment; the surplus of tech labor means IT workers have not seen real wage growth since the Clinton administration.”

If Rubio become President of the United States, kiss your IT life good bye. Marco Rubio is a Hellen Keller Zombie oozing microbes and fluids that destroys lives.

The 800,000 number is roughly equivalent to the total annual output of skilled American graduates, but the guest-workers accept much lower pay than needed by experienced, middle-aged, child-rearing American professionals, including pharmacists, industrial designers, and software developers – November 2, 2015.

Jeff Sessions: H-1B visas ‘tremendous threat’ to American professionals

By Adelle Nazarian
2 Nov 2015
Breitbart News Flash: Jeff Sessions is Back! He states up front up: “The H-1B program is a “tremendous threat” to American professionals!’ Jeff Sessions is our Number One IT Worker Hero - where is everybody else?

“I’d been steadily employed for over 30 years doing applications / database / web development.”

Breitbart News Flash: Jeff Sessions is Back! He states up front up: “The H-1B program is a “tremendous threat” to American professionals!’ Jeff Sessions is our Number One IT Worker Hero - where is everybody else?

It is a short read, I cut to the chase and paste the entire article:

BEGIN ARTICLE:

“The H-1B program is a “tremendous threat” to American professionals, Sen. Jeff Sessions told Steve Bannon, Breitbart News’ executive chairman, on the Breitbart News Daily radio show.

“It represents the obliviousness of Congress and some of these economic forces to the reality of what’s happening: Half of STEM [science, technology, engineering and math] graduates are not finding jobs in STEM fields,” Sessions said on Sirius XM Patriot Channel 125.

“Wages for STEM and IT [information technology] workers have not gone up since 2000,” he continued. “We have thousands of kids that have borrowed money, and their parents have borrowed money to get them engineering degrees and they don’t have jobs. Give me a break.”

America is graduating more students in these fields than there are jobs available to fill them, Sessions said, despite many claims that America is suffering from a shortage of skilled graduates.

“We don’t have a shortage,” Sessions said. The claim “is as bogus as a $3 dollar bill.”

Currently, more than 800,000 foreign graduates are working as temporary ‘guest-workers’ in the United States, mostly via the H-1B program. They’re in a wide variety of jobs — doctors, architects, accountants, designers, teachers, engineers and software experts.

The 800,000 number is roughly equivalent to the total annual output of skilled American graduates, but the guest-workers accept much lower pay than needed by experienced, middle-aged, child-rearing American professionals, including pharmacists, industrial designers, and software developers.
The guest-workers' lower wages help spike stock values on Wall Street. For example, company founder Mark Zuckerberg's stock-value in Facebook is worth roughly $45 billion.

Sessions named companies including Microsoft, Hewlett Packard, and Intel as corporations that are laying off thousands of American professionals in favor of their H1-B visa-holding foreign replacements.

Bannon noted that this scenario is likely to intensity because of automation which will “eviscerate” jobs by at least 20 percent and will eliminate many unskilled jobs and lower-skilled white-collar jobs.

That trend, in combination with the H-1B outsourcing visas, will exacerbate wage inequality, Sessions said. “There will be more widgets made with fewer people in the decades to come.”

2016 GOP frontrunner billionaire Donald Trump is in favor of significantly reducing H1-B visa numbers so American immigration and guest worker policies better help American workers. In contrast, Sen. Marco Rubio favors significantly increasing the numbers of foreigners allowed to take jobs from Americans on H1-B visas. That goal is backed by many of the special interests and donors backing his campaign.”

END ARTICLE:


EXCLUSIVE— ATTORNEY FOR DISPLACED DISNEY WORKERS: RUBIO A ‘LIAR’ APPEASING ‘HIS CORPORATE DONORS’

By Julia Hanh
25 Nov 2015
Breitbart News Flash: “I think Sen. Rubio is a liar,” states Sara Blackwell, in an exclusive interview with Breitbart News about the Disney lawsuit as she slams the workers’ home state senator—Sen. Marco Rubio for pushing to triple the H-1B visa to appease his “corporate donors.”

We have learned repeatedly the Marco the Water Boy for 1% America double talks about his H-1B policies. (As well as other topics, such as huge tax cuts for the 1%)

Let us QUOTE Sara Blackwell;

“‘I think Sen. Rubio is a liar,’ Blackwell said:"

“When you tell America that there are not enough qualified American workers—whether you are Mark Zuckerberg, or [Disney CEO] Bob Iger, or Marco Rubio—when you say that there aren’t enough qualified Americans while hundreds of qualified Americans are being fired, and replaced by less qualified foreigners, that’s a straight lie. And I think Rubio lies. And the only motivation I can imagine he has to do so is the support he gets from his corporate donors.”

SLAM BANG BOOM - Hell Just Froze Over on Marco the Lying Water Boy!

I QUOTE Sara Blackwell further:

“Blackwell tells Breitbart that the Disney employees are filing complaints with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), which is a prerequisite to bringing forth a discrimination lawsuit. Blackwell explained that by terminating the Americans and forcing them to train their foreign replacements, the employees will make discrimination claims under the Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.”

“Blackwell says that getting the American workers the legal protections to which they are entitled to has been difficult given the top-down pressure to silence the displaced workers. “Most of the American workers that were terminated are afraid to come forward,” Blackwell said. “They’re afraid to speak, afraid to file a complaint. The tech industry is very unstable and they don’t want to be blacklisted, which does happen. Most of them are worried and scared to come forward.”

END QUOTE

Blackwell and Breitbart reporters discuss the dirty techniques of Corporate Propaganda.
QUOTE:

“Indeed, groups promoting policies that would replace American workers frequently use the term “new America” as a euphemism. For instance, the Murdoch-Iger lobbying firm is called the “Partnership for A New American Economy;” the National Journal has launched “The Next America” project; and the White House’s immigration initiative is called the “New Americans Project.” Similarly, Sen. Marco Rubio’s campaign theme is, “A New American Century.”

“For instance, Oracle is ranked 20th among the biggest users of the H-1B program, according to USCIS data analyzed by Computer World’s Patrick Thibodeau. Oracle has endorsed Rubio’s legislation and now its billionaire co-founder, Larry Ellison, is helping to fund Rubio’s campaign."

“In July, the WSJ reported that Ellison gave $3 million to the pro-Rubio Super PAC. In June, Ellison hosted a $2,700 per-person fundraiser for Rubio. In addition, the bill has also received the endorsement Mark Zuckerberg’s immigration expansion group, FWD.us. Most strikingly, the bill has been endorsed by the lobbying firm co-chaired by none other than Disney’s CEO, Bob Iger, along with FOX’s Rupert Murdoch.”

END QUOTE:

LARRY ELISION - DO YOU KNOW HOW RICH HE IS? STUNNING $$$ Yachts and Palaces and Huge Zen Gardens, AND YET HE CANNOT SPARE A DIME FOR HIS ORACLE IT ENGINEERS. OINK OINK.

Back to Marco, he recently insulted American IT at a recent debate, just to remind you.

QUOTE:

“In his lengthy response, Rubio suggested that there is a “gap” between the lesser talents of Americans and the superior talents of foreign workers.

“Rubio suggested that Americans would need further training before they would be qualified to fill certain jobs in their own country: “We need to get back to training people in this country to do the jobs of the 21st century... The best way to close this gap is to modernize higher education so Americans have the skills for those jobs,” Rubio said. The “ideal scenario is to train Americans to do the work, so we don’t have to rely on people from abroad,” Rubio declared.”

END QUOTE:
Even Rubio dumbass aides chimed in on the skill level of IT engineers:

QUOTE:

“The Rubio aide said: “One of the problems you have with this, ‘Oh there’s American workers who are unemployed.’ There are American workers who, for lack of a better term, can’t cut it. There shouldn’t be a presumption that every American worker is a star performer. There are people who just can’t get it, can’t do it, don’t want to do it. And so you can’t obviously discuss that publicly because—.”

At which point another Rubio aide jumped in asserting, “But the same is true for the high-skilled worker.”

END QUOTE:

It is clear the Marco the Wonder Boy is not popular in Florida and in Breitbart Media Kingdom Land. Breitbart provides plenty of quotes and references to prove their point. Read on……

Breitbart News Flash: 1,200 NYC Workers training their replacements NOW and living in H1B Hell, per Sara Blackwell, the Florida attorney representing the former Disney workers that were replaced by foreign workers told Breitbart News Daily. They will suffer the same demise as the Disney workers – November 26, 2015.

Lawyer for displaced Disney workers: 1,200 American workers in N.Y. are training their foreign replacements

By Michelle Fields
26 Nov 2015
Breitbart News Flash: 1,200 NYC Workers training their replacements NOW and living in H1B Hell, per Sara Blackwell, the Florida attorney representing the former Disney workers that were replaced by foreign workers told Breitbart News Daily. They will suffer the same demise as the Disney workers.

NYC and NJ and have been H-1B bastions for years, being an east coast guy, I have heard all the stories from my connections. It has been bad for the last 20 years. The Wall Street banks invented a new equation GREED=BONUS check for Christmas. For NYC IT Workers, get your Salvation Army bell and bucket. Will ring bell for food.

America IT worked have been displaced by the thousands in Manhattan and the boroughs. New Jersey is really bad. Connecticut is worse to horrible. The same type of uproar and fight that is occurring in Florida over H-1B needs to happen in the NYC area. I have seen a number of messages and seen post from anguished and unemployed IT Professionals the NYC area,

I QUOTE Sara Blackwell:

“Right there in New York, 1,200 Americans are training their replacements” Blackwell said. Adding that it’s also, “happening at AT&T right now.”

“I think that it’s an immigration reform issue, but more than that it’s a discrimination issue, it’s an American issue,” Blackwell told Breitbart News Daily host Steve K. Bannon.”

“Blackwell also praised Breitbart News for being the only news outlet that has been writing about the issue of H-1B visas and the effect it’s having on American workers.”

“I don’t know why, the conservatives, the tea party, I don’t know why they are the only ones listening and talking about it. I had five or six different news channels calling, and news reporters calling, to write about the Disney issue. But only Breitbart would put in the actual issues. Why aren’t the liberals talking about how hundreds of thousands of Americans are losing their jobs?”

I END QUOTE Sara Blackwell:

Breitbart News is doing the work that the New York Times and the Daily News and the NY Post is NOT doing and have NOT been doing for YEARS!

Breitbart News Flash: Obama to IT Workers: ‘The Year 2016 Will Not Be Happy’ - Per Breitbart: “As the nation prepares to ring in the New Year, President Barack Obama is preparing a colossal new executive action that could print-up work permits for a huge number of foreign white-collar graduates every year, above and beyond the levels set by Congress.” – December 20, 2015.

New Year’s Surprise: Obama Regulation to Give Work-Permits to Foreign College-Graduates

By Neil Munro
20 Dec 2015
Breitbart News Flash: Obama to IT Workers: ‘The Year 2016 Will Not Be Happy’

Per Breitbart: “As the nation prepares to ring in the New Year, President Barack Obama is preparing a colossal new executive action that could print-up work permits for a huge number of foreign white-collar graduates every year, above and beyond the levels set by Congress.”

Breitbart News Flash: Obama to IT Workers: ‘The Year 2016 Will Not Be Happy’

Per Breitbart: “As the nation prepares to ring in the New Year, President Barack Obama is preparing a colossal new executive action that could print-up work permits for a huge number of foreign white-collar graduates every year, above and beyond the levels set by Congress.”

John Miano, his word is golden, is quoted “Obama has gone the Full Monty to bust the immigration system,” says immigration lawyer John Miano. “What is going on is he is effectively giving Green Cards to people on H-1B visas who are unable to get Green Cards due to the [annual] quotas... it could be over 100,000.”

VARIOUS SELECTED PARAGRAPHS QUOTED:

“President Barack Obama’s Department of Homeland Security plans to publish the proposed rule tomorrow, the last day of 2015.”

“The 181-page rule focuses primarily on giving work-permits to foreign college-grads who will compete against Americans for white collar jobs, despite the large number of American graduates now stuck in lower-wage positions and struggling to pay off college debts. The rule will also make each foreign graduate much cheaper for U.S. employers to hire than many U.S.-born college grads.”

“The new rules to aid foreign college-graduates are an extension of his earlier efforts to bypass popular laws against illegal immigration, said Miano, the co-author of a new book about the painful impact of the white-collar guest-worker programs, titled “Sold Out.”

“The objective here is to strip American workers of their protections from foreign labor embodied in the Green Card quotas” that are set by Congress, not the White House, Miano said.”

“The annual award of Green Cards — and vital preliminary work-permits — is limited by quotas that mostly impact the many Indian and Chinese graduates who come to the United States as H-1B guest-workers, or who first arrive as students and later start working in the United States via the Optional Practical Training and H-1B programs.”

“Roughly 650,000 foreign graduates are working in the United States for roughly 5 years each under the H-1B program. Roughly 120,000 foreign
graduates of U.S. colleges are working in the United States for two years each via the OPT program, often called the ‘mini-H-1B program.’ Without this new regulation, most of those foreign graduates will return home after several years, forcing companies to hire U.S. graduates in their place."

“The foreign graduates typically get entry-level jobs that would otherwise go to new U.S. business graduates, designers, doctors, programmers, engineers and scientists. Also, the foreign graduates are used to replace mid-level American professionals once they seek mid-career pay-raises to help pay for mortgages and child-rearing."

“The new policy also creates a large economic incentive for U.S. employers to hire foreign college-grads instead of new American college-grads."

“That’s because the policy will allow U.S. employers to hire foreign college graduates at very low salaries. The foreign graduates will gladly take those low-wage white-collar jobs because the new policy allows them to get deferred payments from the federal government — valuable permanent work-permits that are the first step on the golden pathway to Green Cards and citizenship."

“In contrast, employers can’t pay American graduates with this combination of low-salaries plus the federal promise of citizenship — because the Americans already have citizenship."

“That means employers must pay more money to hire American college-grads than they would to hire foreign college-grads. That puts a huge disadvantage on American graduates because they need higher salaries to pay off their expensive U.S. college debt."

“Miano slammed the new regulations, and said they reflect Obama’s preference for foreigners over Americans."

“Notice that when foreign workers are going to lose their jobs, Obama has DHS make protecting their jobs the agency’s highest priority,” chiefly by minimizing enforcement of immigration laws, he told Breitbart News. But “when American workers lose their jobs to foreign workers, Obama does absolutely nothing,” he said.

“We have a president with a very warped sense of priorities,” he added.”

END OF VARIOUS SELECTED PARAGRAPHS QUOTED:

Breitbart readers HOT HAPPY, over 6800 comments as of NOON on this New Years Eve. Obama knows how to ruin a party. I meant to say Obama knows how to ruin lives of middle class workers. This puts the big screw job on the Millennial and Gen Y STEM generation graduates. What the fuck is wrong with
this guy on this issue, he is killing the Democrats, I smell Beltway Crapweasels from Silicon Valley all over DC. They are having a big New Year’s Eve Party toasting the NUMBER ONE Crapweasel Barack Obama.

Breitbart News Flash: More H-1B Mold Uncovered in Holes of US Universities, where H-1Bs, L-1s and F-1 OPT hide and spread like fungus to rip away and research jobs away from Americans. Another Dirty Little Secret Uncovered This is a Worhty Long Read. H1B is all over the place with its cousins L-1, F-1 OPT and the rest of the Alphabet Visas that most Americans have no idea what is going on until they get a tap on the shoulder to go to a quick meeting, - your job is gone! — January 5, 2016

Industry, Universities hide workforce of 100,000 extra foreign white-collar H-1B employees
By Neil Munro

5 Jan 2016

Breitbart News Flash: More H-1B Mold uncovered in Holes of US Universities, where H-1Bs, L-1s and F-1 OPT hide and spread like Fungus to Rip Away and Research Jobs away from Americans. Another Dirty Little Secret Uncovered. In a lengthy article, Breitbart News outlines the various scams that have been going on in US Universities for YEARS. THIS IS A WORTHY LONG READ. H1B is ALL OVER the PLACE with its cousins L-1, F-1 OPT and the rest of the ALPHABET Visas that most AMERICANS HAVE NO IDEA WHAT IS GOING ON UNTIL THEY GET A TAP ON THE SHOULDER TO GO TO A QUICK MEETING, - YOUR JOB IS GONE!

NOTABLE QUOTE:

“The American professionals who are displaced from these prestigious university jobs don’t just go into the woods and die. They flood down into other sectors, such as advocacy and journalism, or step down to lower-tier colleges and companies, where the additional labor-supply drives down white-collar wages paid by other employers.”

I QUOTE THE OPENING SECTION of the Article:

“Industry executives and university advocates have successfully duped nearly every reporter, editor and anchor nationwide about the scale and purpose of the H-1B professional outsourcing program.”

“The journalists—and Americans—have been kept in the dark while universities and many allied name-brand companies have quietly imported an extra workforce of at least 100,000 lower-wage foreign professionals in place of higher-wage American graduates, above the supposed annual cap of 85,000 new H-1Bs.”

“Less than one-sixth of these extra 100,000 outsourced hires are the so-called “high-tech” computer experts that dominate media coverage of the contentious H-1B private-sector outsourcing debate.”

“Instead, the universities’ off-the-books H-1B hires include 21,754 professors, lecturers and instructors, 20,566 doctors, clinicians and therapists, 25,175 researchers, post-docs and biologists, plus 30,000 financial planners, p.r. experts, writers, editors, sports coaches, designers, accountants, economists, statisticians, lawyers, architects, computer experts and much else. The universities have zero legal obligation to recruit Americans for these jobs.”

“These white-collar guest-workers are not immigrants — they are foreign professionals hired at low wages for six years to take outsourced, white-collar
jobs in the United States. Many hope to stay in the United States, but most guest-workers return home after six years."

"These white-collar guest-workers are the fastest-growing portion of the nation’s unrecognized workforce of roughly 1.25 million foreign college-grade temporary-workers, and they are replacing experienced American professionals — plus their expensively educated children, and the upwardly striving children of blue-collar parents — in the declining number of jobs that can provide a rewarding and secure livelihood while the nation’s economy is rapidly outsourced, centralized and automated."

"The American professionals who are displaced from these prestigious university jobs don’t just go into the woods and die. They flood down into other sectors, such as advocacy and journalism, or step down to lower-tier colleges and companies, where the additional labor-supply drives down white-collar wages paid by other employers."

"So how does this off-the-books army of foreign professionals get to take jobs in the United States?"

I END QUOTE THE OPENING SECTION of the Article:

I QUOTE VARIOUS SECTIONS of the Article:

The Fake H-1B Cap

"The media almost universally reports that the federal government has set a 65,000 or 85,000 annual cap on the annual number of incoming H-1B white-collar professionals.

Here’s the secret — the H-1B visas given to university hires don’t count against the 85,000 annual cap, according to a 2006 memo approved by George W. Bush’s administration."

READ THE ARTICLE FOR DETAILS.

The Fake Six-Year Limit

"But that’s not all. Nearly all journalists say the H-1B workers can stay for six years. Wrong. Many stay for longer — and a large number also get long-term work-permits and Green Cards that give them residency and a path to citizenship."

"Foreign professionals can convert H-1Bs into permanent Green Cards if their employers file paperwork. The process can take a few years to complete, so the federal government allows H-1B professionals to get additional one-year H-1Bs visas to stay in their jobs until they get approval for a Green Card."

Save American Information Technology Jobs
READ THE ARTICLE FOR DETAILS.

The Mini H-1B Program

“But that’s not all. There’s another little-known guest-worker program which critics call the mini-H-1B.”

“That’s the so-called ‘Optional Practical Training’ program, which allows foreign graduates of U.S. universities to work for 12 months or 29 months in the United States. Without approval from Congress, the program was created by George W. Bush’s appointees and is being expanded to 36 months by President Barack Obama’s appointees. In 2014, the controversial program allowed 120,000 foreign graduates to work at a very wide variety of U.S. jobs, sometime for employers who discriminate against Americans.”

“Many of these foreign graduates are trying to land a multi-year H-1B job.”

READ THE ARTICLE FOR DETAILS.

That’s still not all!

“The L-1 visa is used by companies to transfer managers into the United States. From 2009, to 2013, almost 70,000 were awarded each year, each lasting up to seven years. That adds up to a total between 300,000 to 400,000 foreign managers and executives working in the private sector. An unknown percentage work in the universities. If that visa category did not exist, foreign companies would be under more pressure to hire a few hundred thousand American business graduates, engineers and scientists for those jobs — and to bid up salaries for professionals at universities.”

READ THE ARTICLE FOR DETAILS.

There’s More!

“In early 2015, Obama’s deputies unilaterally began granting work permits to the spouses of H-1B professionals, despite the lack of congressional approval.

“Finalizing the H-4 employment eligibility was an important element of the immigration executive actions President Obama announced in November 2014. Extending eligibility for employment authorization to certain H-4 dependent spouses of H-1B nonimmigrants is one of several initiatives underway to modernize, improve and clarify visa programs to grow the U.S. economy and create jobs,” said the February statement.”

READ THE ARTICLE FOR DETAILS.
That’s still not all!

“A draft regulation released Dec. 31 by Obama’s deputies at the Department of Homeland Security would allow many more Indian and Chinese H-1Bs to get Green Cards, and also allow many more companies to import H-1B workers outside the supposed 85,000-per-year cap — if they just ink a deal with a university.”

(SALUTE TO PRESIDENT CRAPWEASEL)

READ THE ARTICLE FOR DETAILS.

Add It Up

“This data shows that universities have effectively outsourced 125,000 prestigious university jobs to foreign professionals, with the full support of the federal government, and amid the complete obliviousness of the U.S. media industry.”

“The 125,000 total is a reasonable accumulation of 90,000 H-1B workers, 30,000 post-2009 Green Card recipients and applicants, plus just 6,000 workers via the OPT, H-1B spouses or the J-1 “academic training” visa avenues.”

“Of course, this 125,000 total is only about one-tenth of the roughly 1.2 million foreign, professional guest-workers holding jobs in the United States. That broader 1.25 million estimate is based on a population of 95,000 H-1Bs at universities, 550,000 H-1B professionals at for-profit companies, 110,000 OPT graduates, 350,000 L-visa holders, plus other professionals with fee-trade visas, O-1 visas or other H-1 visas.”

(BINGO!)

READ THE ARTICLE FOR DETAILS.

So Which Journalists Missed This Hidden University Workforce?

“Practically every newspaper, online news-site, wire-service, TV network, and every journalist and talking-head in the media business, has been kept in the dark and fed shady H-1B data by advocacy, business and university groups.”

“According to Google, the New York Times has not ever produced even one article with “cap exempt” and “H-1B.” There are two mentions of that combination at the Washington Post — but they’re both in job ads, not news reports. Google itself has only 95 mentions of that combination in reports, all from specialist publications.”
“This means the debate over middle-class H-1B outsourcing has sidetracked by clever advocates — and gullible reporters — into a boring, complex, semi-technical dispute over the hiring of low-status computer-experts by Facebook and various unfamiliar outsourcing companies. That clever strategy has completely hidden the huge impact on Americans by their quiet exclusion from the jobs — professors, clinicians, business majors, researchers and designers — that are the pathway to professional success.”

(BINGO!)

READ THE ARTICLE FOR DETAILS.

How Did the H-1B Advocates Successfully Mislead the Media?

“Pro-immigration business lobbyists have repeatedly and routinely misled journalists about the scale and purpose of the H-1B program.”

“Why? Because that’s where the money is. Every cut to professionals’ salaries is a pile of cash that can be directed somewhere else.”

“How did they mislead journalists? Not by lying, but by misdirection.”

“Basically, the executives and advocates have constantly spotlighted the arguments over supposed annual caps of 65,000 and 85,000, have constantly hustled journalists to focus on computer and software "shortages," and have rarely even hinted at the existence of the huge university exemption.”

“Mark Zuckerberg’s FWD.us lobbying group — mostly funded by Silicon Valley billionaires — frequently pushes the 85,000 number, even in open letters to politicians, such as Sen. Richard Shelby and former Rep. Ron Barber. According to Google, the group has mentioned the cap exemption only once, in passing, in a story about one would-be migrant.”

“Several other billionaires, including Mike Bloomberg, Bill Gates and Rupert Murdoch, created the ‘Partnership for a New American Economy” to increase immigration of workers and consumers. A Google search of the group shows 70 results with H-1B and 85,000 — “Last year, for instance, 172,000 applications were received in a single week for just 85,000 slots” – but only one document that briefly cites the cap-exempt status in technical notes.”

“FWD.US and the Partnership group did not respond to emails from Breitbart.”

“The Business Roundtable offers 29 mentions of H-1B and 65,000, but no mention of the universities’ exemption, according to Google. Instead, reporters were fed the usual — “With the announcement today that both the 65,000 and 20,000 H-1B visa caps for fiscal year 2016 have been reached, Business Roundtable CEOs made a renewed call for Congress to fix a broken
immigration system that keeps U.S. companies from hiring the top world talent they need," one 2015 press release claimed."

“The U.S. Chamber has pushed the H-1B program strongly, but has mentioned the cap exempt program only once in a dense 14-page report about the 2013 amnesty-and-immigration bill."

“The same pattern repeats at the Brookings Institution, with 37 mentions of H-1B and 65,000, but only one 2009 mention of the cap exempt side. Brookings did describe the cap in this long report, but offered no data."

“A Google search shows 213 hits for both H-1B and 65,000 at the Migration Policy Institute — "an independent, nonpartisan, nonprofit think tank in Washington, DC... guided by the philosophy that international migration needs active and intelligent management "— but only one mention of the “cap exempt,” hidden deep in a 2004 report.”

“The American Immigration Law Association showed 212 links mentioning H-1B and 65,000, and 48 mentions of the “cap exempt” program. Most of the mentions provide professional advice to practicing lawyers. A search that looked for mentions of the group’s communications director, George Tzamaras and the program showed 17 mentions of H-1B and 65,000, but zero mentions of “cap exempt,” even though he issued detailed descriptions of the H-1B program.”

(SLAM! BAM! BOOM!)

READ THE ARTICLE FOR DETAILS.

Why Did Journalists Fall For The Spin?

“Journalists are routinely hustled, steered and deceived on many issues, but rarely in such a complete and humiliating fashion. Why did so many journalists fail so completely?”

“In conversations with reporters, the university exemption “almost never comes up,” said Mark Krikorian, director of the Center for Immigration Studies. Few reporters cover the immigration beat with any depth, and most reporters “don’t feel the urgency to follow the money... [even though] they would do that kind of thing for Exxon or a Republican candidate," he said.”

“Why not? Because reporters “see themselves on the same side as [foreign] people in this subject, so they don’t have the motivation" to examine the economic impact on Americans, Krikorian said.”

“Journalists have been fooled because they see immigration as a civil-rights issue about migrants, not an economic issue about Americans, said Norm
Matloff, a computer-science professor at the University of California, Davis, who often speaks to reporters. “I don’t find them unsympathetic to [American] tech-workers... [and] most of them are generally bothered by it,” he said. “A lot of the journalists have spouses, sibling or cousins of even adult children that have had trouble getting work in the tech area [so] they’re not entirely unaware that there is a problem,” he said.”

“But that concern is modest, he said, adding “I would like to see outrage.”

“The H-1B outsourcing issue doesn’t catch fire because for “the vast majority of journalists, if you flash the word ‘immigration’ front of them, they see it as a form of social justice,” not a middle-class economic issue,” he said.”

“The New York Times’s Julia Preston is a leading example. In 2013, at a semi-public event in Washington D.C., she described the push by business groups and progressives to win amnesty for the roughly 12 million migrants living in the United States as “a very substantial civil rights movement.”

(JACKPOT!)

READ THE ARTICLE FOR DETAILS.

How Has The H-1B inflow Hit The Salaries of Americans Employed At Universities?

“The extra supply of H-Bs drives down salaries for professionals in entry-level jobs, and it also cuts salaries for mid-career Americans in mid-levels jobs.”

“Many entry-level H-1Bs will beat entry-level Americans for an university job for huge reason — the hidden citizenship subsidy.”

“Foreign graduates will gladly take white-collar H-1B jobs at very low wages because the job puts them on the first step on the golden prize of a Green Card and citizenship. That’s a huge payoff for a few years of grinding work, because it would mean that all of that person’s descendants will be Americans, and also that their parents get to join the American retirement system.”

READ THE ARTICLE FOR DETAILS.

Healthcare Salaries

“The universities and affiliated hospitals also hired roughly 20,666 new H-1B doctors, therapists and other healthcare professionals from 2010 to late 2015. The universities asked for very few Green Cards for these clinicians.”
“Salaries paid to doctors at universities have stalled. The 2014 salary paid to new ‘resident’ doctors at hospitals run by university-run medical schools was $49,218. That's similar to the $49,945 salary paid by state hospitals. But six years after graduation, doctors in state hospitals have risen to $61,272, while medical-school doctors are paid almost $3,000 less, or $58,614.”

(OH OH I HAVE THE SICK FEELING)

READ THE ARTICLE FOR DETAILS.

Research Salaries

The universities and affiliated biotech companies also hired 25,784 life-science researchers, post-docs and graduate students, and got Green Cards for another 9,000 scientists, many of them in the life-science sector. That leaves a 2015 foreign university-science workforce of roughly 29,000, assuming some departures.

READ THE ARTICLE FOR DETAILS.

The Targets of the H-1B Exemption

“So let’s meet a few American victims of this post-graduate outsourcing process that journalists failed to notice — and failed to describe to Americans.”

“Scott Granneman is an untenured adjunct lecturer in St. Louis, who boosts his take-home pay by also working as an author and a consultant. He’s paid very little as an adjunct for teaching six courses — roughly $3,000 per class of roughly 45 students each — because “the universities realized it was far cheaper to do this with adjuncts,” he said. That’s possible because “there is a huge oversupply of labor,” he added.”

“But he had never heard of H-1Bs. “I had no idea about that,” he told Breitbart. He teaches at Washington University in St. Louis, which brought in 529 new H-Bs from 2010 to 2015, including 130 new H-1Bs under the education “occupational group.” He also teaches classes at Webster University, which brought in six more education H-1Bs, including a game-design professor, during the same period.”

(DEAF, DUMB AND BLIND?)

I END QUOTE VARIOUS SECTIONS of the Article:

(BREITBART ROCKS - THE ESTABLISHMENT SUCKS!)
Once again Breitbart does their homework while the lame stream media picks their nose.

Breitbart News has CONNECTED THE DOTS!

H1B and the rest of the Alphabet Visas are spreading like a virus through the entire economy, affecting ALL professions except economists, congress persons, journalists and billionaires. FU Crapweasels. THE BIG SCAM EXPOSED IN ITS UGLY MOLD!

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/01/05/industry-universities-hide-workforce-100000-extra-foreign-white-collar-h-1b-employees/
SUIT ALLEGES DISNEY CONSPIRED TO REPLACE AMERICAN WORKERS WITH FOREIGNERS

By Caroline May
25 Jan 2016
Breitbart and Sara Blackwell Chime in on Dismal Land Lies. Sara Blackwell adds more details to the Disney Case.

I QUOTE SARA:

“Sara Blackwell, the attorney for both Perrero and Moore, told Breitbart News that the consulting firms — HCL and Cognizant — have business models based on deceit for “corporate greed.” While the companies are required to attest that the foreign labor they are bringing into the country will not “adversely affect the working of conditions of workers similarly situated,” Blackwell explained they regularly misrepresent the facts.

“Cognizant and HCL their business model is to lie on these applications. It’s their business model to falsify these documentations so they can contract hundreds of thousands of jobs with all these companies,” she explained in an interview. “Then these companies hire them to do exactly what they’re not supposed to do,” replace “similarly situated” American workers.”

“This is really just about trying to stop these companies from doing this. If we can get the federal judge to say, ‘You can’t do this anymore’ then their business model is broken down and we can create change,” Blackwell explained."

“American workers are systematically losing their jobs by the hundreds because we and the American government are allowing it to happen due to the systematic abuse of immigration system,” Blackwell said.”

END QUOTE SARA:


LAWSUITS ARE THE Answer right now. The Disney lawsuit has four letters brings to light: RICO. I saw this when I read the lawsuit case document. RICO, when I think RICO, the first thing that comes to my mind was “syndicate”, organized crime, mafia, racketeering, blackmail and extortion. This lawsuit is DISNEY’s nightmare CARTOON come true. Sleeping Beauty just woke up! Brilliant lawyering by Sara Blackwell and her firm.

In an Update DISNEY responds by saying EVERYBODY DOES IT and points at the New York Times instead of looking at themselves in their Magic Mirror.
“These lawsuits are based on an unsustainable legal theory and are a wholesale misrepresentation of the facts. Contrary to reports, Ms. Moore was offered another position in the company at comparable pay, and more than 100 of the workers affected by the changes were rehired. Hundreds of employers use the H1B visa program, including the New York Times, whose current CEO is working in the U.S on an H1B visa – a fact that it regularly fails to disclose in its reporting.”

=============  

Jan 26, 2016 — Breitbart reports yet another reason for re-doubling our efforts, to sign up more people for our petition AND to find laid-off Americans willing to file charges with OSC. (Email me!) Feebly attempting to justify discrimination against Americans, Disney points out that the NYT’s own CEO has an H-1B visa. (I wonder: why?)

The Tragic Kingdom, the Crappiest Place on Earth.

Oh. BTW: Look at this article’s photo. I bet Disney has H2-B visas holders dressed up as Mickey, Minnie, Donald, and Goofy.

Prudential Jennison Natural Resources Fund Class

TRUMP: I’M ‘CHANGING’ AND ‘SOFTENING’ MY POSITION ON VISAS, ‘WE NEED HIGHLY SKILLED PEOPLE IN THIS COUNTRY’

By Ian Hanchett
3 Mar 2016
Breitbart Reader Comments go Bananas - All Over the Map - What Happened to My Trump GPS? - Some Sample Comments - Cry or Laugh?

The fun part in the Breitbart articles on H-1B Visa Deform is the Reader Comments.

Here is a sample of the 3700+ comments, I have only scratched the surface.

“Trump may want to reconsider that one, again. Every year, thousands of college graduates can’t find jobs. The foreigners leave the US, while the Americans move back home to mom and dad. Let’s take care of the Americans first.”

“He did not go far enough. It is too easy for the likes of Disney to slide around it. As I see it, all candidates are for H1b attacks on the middle class.”

“Look people what is better?

A few thousand of high quality foreign engineers per year that have studied in USA and will be working for the American Companies rather than going back to India and starting there and then getting jobs outsourced to them from the American companies? And those engineers will be paying taxes in the USA. And perhaps will start another Intel or Oracle or Microsoft.

“Or the alternative in Rubio or Cruz or even worse Hillary that will flood the country with illegals and peasants from the third world which we than have to feed and supports for generations to come.”

I’d take engineers and WALL.

TRUMP 2016!!!!!!!"

“What is better is Highly skilling US Citizens getting the jobs that would be given to foreigners who will work for 1/2 market rate.”

“What? I can’t fathom why Trump would make such a statement. He didn’t even qualify it by saying “if we can’t find American workers to fill the positions.” Was he trying to make Megan Kelly like him? That’s not going to happen. He
disappointed a lot of this supporters regardless of the policy statement he put out for damage control."

“To paraphrase an old headline: Trump to American Workers: Drop Dead”

“This needs to get more play. We cannot have the candidates trying to get us all fired. This IS THE CORE ISSUE.”

“Sold out to the chamber of commerce and Silicon Valley...lost my vote, now Cruz will catch up......he shot his chance.”

“If he can’t even say on TV with his own words anything consistent with his website - what good is he?

Has he even READ what is on the website?”

Does Trump mean what he says? Does he even know what he is saying on the H1-B issue?

“Donald....you just lost my vote......Congratulations on your FIRST PRE-ELECTION SELL OUT.

H1-B's has killed the tech industry in the USA...Shame on you......................what's the point of building a wall when you are going to let them in the side door?

READ... & LEARN DONALD....

Laid-Off Workers File Class-Action Suit Against Disney Over H1-B Visa Abuse....

Why don't you also READ about the 100's of thousands laid off due to companies abusing H1-B Labor.

To bad Donald...thought you were really going to help the USA...............GO TED CRUZ.”
“Ted Cruz is just as much of a sellout as Trump. He proposed a bill to quadruple H1-Bs in Congress, but they voted it down.”

"H1-B's has killed the tech industry in the USA...Shame on you.......................whats the point of building a wall when you are going to let them in the side door?"

What? The wall is to stop illegal immigration. It meant to stem the tides of undocumented immigrants, who are very likely criminals and terrorists from some shithole. How likely is it that an H1B recipient is going to try and sneak across the border? Your argument that people crossing the border illegally are somehow gonna nab H1Bs now is beyond retarded, and you should feel retarded."

SOMETHING IS WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE, I CANNOT SEE OUT OF THE WINDOW!

CLINTON FOUNDATION HIRES H-1B GUEST WORKERS IN PLACE OF AMERICAN GRADUATES

By Neil Munro

10 Mar 2016
Breitbart News Flash: H-1B’s Work in the Clinton Foundation. Bernie and Donald Merge on the Anti-H-1B Highway! Is Eating H-1B Alphabet Soup Political Poison? Hillary-1-Bill Foundation Hires Foreign Guest Workers while US Millennial Grads are Basement Bound!

Breitbart Does their Homework. Credit where credit is Due, Breitbart offers considerable details and references. Wake Up Hillary, This is Toto - You Are Not in India Anymore. Hold On, Hillary is speaking in her sleep. Moooooodi, Moooooodi, Oh I get it Modi.

The Clinton Foundation is Rich People giving $$$$ to Rich People - AND the Rich Clinton People Hire Cheap H-1B Labor. The Ultimate 1% Statement.

I QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS

“The Clinton family charities have outsourced many U.S. white-collar jobs to foreign college graduates instead of hiring American college graduates.”

“The outsourcing started in 2004 and it continues to this year. When asked if the foundation is still hiring foreign white-collar workers via the controversial H-1B visa program, Vena Cooper, one of the foundation’s personnel officers, responded “We do.”

“The foundations declined to answer questions from Breitbart News, but available data shows they sought to hire up to 130 foreign graduates. That’s roughly half the number of 250 jobs outsourced by Disney last October, which has reignited political criticism of the middle-class outsourcing program.”

“The 130 foreign graduates sought by the Clinton’s foundations were and are not immigrants. Instead, they’re temporary “guest” workers who fill outsourced professional jobs for up to six years.”

“The Clintons' foreign graduates have been hired via the H-1B visa program that also is used by Disney and U.S. corporations and universities to employ a population of roughly 650,000 young and cheap foreign professionals in business, design, healthcare, software, science, education, p.r. and media and pharmaceutical jobs. After their six years in the United States, most H-1Bs return home with the work-experience and connections that help them compete against U.S. professionals in the global marketplace.”

“The young foreign H-1B professionals are also used to push down average salaries earned by experienced and older American professionals. In turn, those salary cuts boost profit margins and company values on Wall Street.”

“The Clinton foundation's foreign workers include some information-technology experts. But most are non-tech workers — comptrollers and budget

---

Save American Information Technology Jobs
analysts, health-care managers and directors, or foreign policy analysts. Most work of these workers are sent to jobs in New York, Boston and Washington D.C."

“Polls show this white-collar outsourcing is extremely unpopular. For example, a 2014 poll showed that “nearly 9 out of 10 [respondents] believe that U.S.-born workers and legal immigrants already here should get first preference for jobs.”

BREAK THROUGH TUMP AND SANDERS REFERENCED IN SAME ARTICLE

“Trump is making opposition to the H-1B program a leading element in his campaign, despite his practice of hiring at least 1,000 blue-collar guest workers via the similar H-2B visa program. So far, Trump’s campaign-trail criticism of the H-1B program helps to explain his higher-than-expected support among college-grads and people with post-graduate degrees.”

“Sanders is also an opponent of the H-1B program. In 2013, for example, Sanders denounced the new guest-worker programs hidden inside the unpopular “comprehensive immigration reform” bill that was defeated in 2014.”

“It does not make a lot of sense to me that we have an immigration reform bill which includes a massive increase in temporary guest worker programs that will allow large multinational corporations to import hundreds of thousands of temporary blue-collar and white-collar guest workers into this country from overseas,” Sanders said during the 2013 debate.”

“Sanders repeated his anti-outsourcing argument in two February 2016 Democratic debates, even as he also called for legalization of the 11 million foreign migrants living in the United States.”

I END QUOTE NOTABLE PARAGRAPHS.

Clinton to US Workers, H-1B is My Highway, It is My Way or the Highway!

Breitbart Staff: EXCELLENT MEDIA BY ALLOWING SANDERS AND TRUMP POVs to be EXHIBITED IN THE SAME ARTICLE. The political circle of left and right intersect.


It was the Year 2016 and Hillary is Having a Bad IT and Spelling Day - Lou Dobbs is Back and He is still Asking About H-1B? So are We? Hello Hillary! Wake Up Hillary! We have a Video for You to Watch!

Uploaded on June 4, 2007
Hillary Clinton has clearly sided with big business against American students and professionals. Clinton is favoring major H1B increase, despite the fact the high unemployment rate for American graduates.

Weren’t the democrats suppose to fight for the rights of American workers? Or does the U.S. Chamber of Commerce control both parties? Bill Clinton signed NAFTA, and Hillary will sign the U.S. over to Mexico and Canada.

Source: Lou Dobbs June 2, 2007

Deja Vu All Over Again.

https://youtu.be/UhLBSLLIhUs

THX 4 Clinton Breitbart - HUGE, they did their homework, this is a political breakthrough for IT - SANDERS and TRUMP in SAME article - genius writing by Breitbart staff. Now anybody (I Hope) whose has H-1B in politics and business = poison as the American public understands the word H-1B and out sourcing is BAD News. The H-1Bs in this Breitbart report are not IT people. OTHER PROFESSIONS. Readers now can be SCARED - VERY AFRAID. Tap Tap - Is that my shoulder?

Over the Hill Hillary Stuck in the Indian Muck Big Enough 2 Fertilize the Bay of Bengal!!!

DAVID NORTH: H-1B PROGRAM ENABLES RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

by CAROLINE MAY | 30 Mar 2016 | 445
Breaking News - Only WASP White Guys College Grads Can Be Hired for US Government Sponsored Technical Jobs Program: Requirement, Must be Between the ages of 22 and 30. Whoooooops, Check that - I MISUNDERSTOOD THIS ARTICLE, Only South Indian Guys College Grads Can Be Hired for US Government Sponsored Technical Jobs Program, Requirement, Must be Between the ages of 22 and 30. I APOLOGIZE for the writing error, it must be the discrimination part that mislead me.

I QUOTE ENTIRE DAVID NORTH POST:

“Suppose there was a large, U.S. government-operated program that permitted U.S. employers to hire nothing but White Anglo Saxon Protestant (WASP) college-graduate men between the ages of 22 and 30."

“Suppose that program, more narrowly, allowed major U.S. employers to discriminate in favor of descendants of men who had graduated from an Ivy League College before World War II. (After WWII the Ivy League dropped its restrictive admissions practices.)"

“If that were the situation, there would (understandably) be hell to pay. Lawsuits by the dozens, marches, demonstration, strikes, civil unrest, discussions on the evening news, and maybe even more appropriations for the just-about-starved U. S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission."

“The sad truth is, if you change a few words, that is exactly what the H-1B program permits; but instead of WASP males, the favored population is male Indian college graduates, perhaps largely from the south and west of India (and certainly not men from other parts of Colonial India, such as Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Myanmar (Burma), and very, very few women from the Subcontinent)."

“I have been vaguely aware of these recruiting, shall we say "preferences", for years, but did not focus on the full extent of the blatant discrimination until Information Week published a list of the eight largest users of the H-1B program in 2015 and the percentages of Indians among those hired. The percentages are eye-popping:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Petitions Approved</th>
<th>Percent Indian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognizant Tech Solutions</td>
<td>15,680</td>
<td>99.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Infosys 8,991 98.1%
Tata Consultancy Services 6,339 99.7%
Accenture 5,793 95.4%
Wipro Ltd. 4,803 99.6%
HCL America 2,776 99.4%
Tech Mahindra Americas 2,657 99.4%
IBM India Private Brea2,500 87.3%

“Some of my older readers may remember the advertisements touting Ivory Soap as 99.44 percent pure. Pikers! Cognizant, Tata, and Wipro topped that figure, and two other firms were within four one-hundredths of a percent short of the goal.”

“The defenders of the H-1B program say that it is needed to bring to America the "best and the brightest". If so, why in these leading cases do 98-99 percent of the best and brightest come from India, and why are they virtually all men? (I doubt that this is a coincidence, but none of the gatekeepers in the H-1B program — not the Department of Labor, nor State, nor Homeland Security — keeps track of these workers by gender.)"

“By hiring 98-99 percent Indians, the outsourcing firms are not only discriminating against U.S. workers, they are also discriminating against those from the rest of the world.”

“Is it because these companies are India-centric and largely, but not completely, India-owned that this blatant discrimination is not controversial? Is it politically incorrect for the rest of us to point out that an Indian corporation is biased and discriminatory?"

“The eight big users of the H-1B program generally are in the rent-a-programmer business; they sell the services of these H-1Bs to other corporations and play the role of labor brokers, rather than actually designing and manufacturing hardware and software."

“Academic experts on the H-1B program – that is those not directly funded by industry – are convinced that the employers of H-1Bs favor them because they are $10,000 to $20,000 a year cheaper than comparable resident workers; that the system, in fact, indentures them to their employers, and that they are a pliable, non-mobile work force that would not think of joining a union.”
“Given these attractive (to employers) qualities, in many cases employers do not hire U.S. workers in the first place; in other instances, such as with Disney, they lay off the resident workers and tell them to train their H-1B replacements or else they will lose their severance packages."

“Racial discrimination, then, is only one of many reasons why this program should be reduced sharply, if not eliminated."

http://cis.org/north/h-1b-program-facilitates-blatant-racial-discrimination

I snagged the BIG PICTURE from the blog, OVER the TOP and STAGGERING!

**Breaking News - Only WASP White Guys College Grads Can Be Hired for US Government Sponsored Technical Jobs Program: Requirement, Must be Between the ages of 22 and 30. Whooooops, Check that - I MISUNDERSTOOD THIS ARTICLE, Only South Indian Guys College Grads Can Be Hired for US Government Sponsored Technical Jobs Program, Requirement, Must be Between the ages of 22 and 30. I APOLOGIZE for the writing error, it must be the discrimination part that mislead me.:

Breitbart News Picks up the North Blog Beat: “By hiring 98-99 percent Indians, the outsourcing firms are not only discriminating against U.S. workers, they are also discriminating against those from the rest of the world,"

http://www.breitbart.com/immigration/2016/03/30/north-h-1b-program-enables-racial-discrimination/

INTEL LAYS OFF 12,000 AFTER SEEKING VISAS TO IMPORT 14,523 FOREIGN PROFESSIONALS SINCE 2010

by WARNER TODD HUSTON | 21 Apr 2016 | 4738
Breitbart News Flash: FOR YEARS INTEL HAS SUCKED THE VISA WELL DRY - NOW CHIPS SALES HAVE HIT A DRY WELL - CANNOT BLAME THE CALIFORNIA DROUGHT - The Valley is PARADISE LOST!

Follow the Numbers, then Follow the Money, INTEL did, now they are up a dry Shit Creek without a Paddle.

I QUOTE NOTABLE PARA SCATTERED:

"Intel’s hires are not lower-status “tech workers,” such as software-testers or software-maintenance programmers. Instead, Intel imported foreign college-graduates for prestigious jobs such as electronics engineers, industrial engineers or computer and information research scientists. These H-1B workers can stay for six years, or longer, and some get Green Cards, which grant lifetime work permits."

"Intel has insisted that it cannot find enough skilled American workers to fill its needs. From 2010 to 2015, it filed requests for up to 8,351 H-1B visas, plus 5,172 applications for permanent Green Cards for its foreign employees, according to MyVisasJobs.com. That data shows the company sought to hire 14,523 foreign professionals instead of many Americans eager to work at Intel."

"Because of corruption, agencies are trying to crack down on fake universities that import foreign fake students for work at U.S. companies, and companies that use the H-1B system to get foreign workers for rent to American companies."

"Intel’s critics say Intel has used illegal methods to reduce white-collar salaries in California’s Silicon Valley. Intel was a defendant in a 2011 class action lawsuit filed against a group of tech companies, including Apple and Google. The lawsuit was settled in 2015 for $415 million."

"The U.S. marketplace includes many Americans — often older and experienced, but who ask for higher wages to pay for their families — who are eager to work at Intel’s outsourced jobs. For example, on April 21, Indeed.com offered resumes of 16,576 people seeking jobs as electronics engineers in Santa Clara, Calif., the company’s home town. They included Robert Hill of Cupertino, Calif., Ray Chen in San Mateo, Calif., and Aubrey Calder in Mountain View, Calif."
“Nationwide, companies and universities employ roughly 800,000 lower salary white collar guest workers. That total is roughly equivalent to the number of Americans who graduate each year with degrees in business, medicine, technology, computers, and architecture. The resident population of white collar guest-workers includes roughly 100,000 lower wage professors, doctors, scientist and other professionals employed by U.S. universities and their affiliated business partners. These guest-workers help lower first-year salaries for American graduates, so lowering the Americans' lifetime earnings.”

I END QUOTE NOTABLE PARA SCATTERED:

Andy Grove, I guess could not stop this while he was on his death bed. INTEL CORP just checked into the facility called SILICON HOSPICE.

Breitbart News Flash: USCIS and the Political Class Collude to Hide and Destroy H-1B Database Records - Silicon Valley $$$ 1% and the DC Weasels Restricts H-1B Data Information - GOAL is to STYME the DATA and PREVENT MEDIA DISSEMINATION OF ALL THE BAD NEWS – May 29, 2016.

Secrecy Zucks: Why Silicon Valley is Scared of Donald Trump, Part 2

By Lee Stranahan
29 May 2016
“To keep the H-1B program under wraps, the political class have quietly used policy to make the data about the program even more difficult to assess.”

I QUOTE THE END SECTION of the Article:

“These are American workers with skills and college degrees, not the fruit pickers and bedmakers that President Obama claims are doing jobs Americans don’t want to do. They’ve been sold out by politicians on both sides of the aisle but their stories have to be sought out because the debate has focused on the low skill workers; a much safer debate for the political establishment and Silicon Valley.”

“A system that brings truly skilled, exceptional people into the United States to work helps our country but the current system is fraught with abuse and just the lobbying on the issue is a multi-million dollar drain on the economy.”

“Donald Trump, backed by such immigration stalwarts as Sen. Jeff Sessions, represents an existential threat to this abuse. If Trump is elected, immigration policy will be given a going over that it hasn’t had in decades.”


The Little Web Site that Stored IT Horror Stories since 1999 - The site is not CSS 3 HTML 5 but the content will cry you a river.

http://hireamericansfirst.org/members/h1b_harm_report.aspx

It is the late 1990’s and HTML1 moved up the ladder with the first JAVASCRIPT code and the pattern we know so well today, IT workers canned and replaced by Indians - the more things change the more they remain the same.

BEYOND ZUCKED: THE INDIAN MEGA-COMPANIES BEHIND THE H-1B VISA CRISIS

By Lee Stranahan
30 May 2016
Breitbart News Blast: Indian IT Mafia Mega Companies Exposed. The New Jersey Landfill is a Natural Habitat for Cognizant Technology Solutions.

Breitbart News goes to the media well to quote the CORRUPTION of the INDIAN IT MAFIA. It is stunning their scope and influence.

I QUOTE NOTABLE:

“Indian-owned and connected companies are at the center of the H-1B controversy, but most Americans aren’t even aware of who these companies are.”

“Cognizant Technology Solutions is a New Jersey based company that delivers IT, consulting, and outsourcing services. Even though most people have never heard of them, Cognizant is a significant player in the world of H-1B and the politics of immigration reform … and its stock just received a “buy” rating from 17 of 19 brokerages.”

THE SCENE IN INDIA DESCRIBED:

“These big outsourcing companies actually hold more H-1B visas than anyone. As India’s GlobalPost reported:"

“Getting an H-1B visa has become a major career step for many IT graduates, and a major source of profit for the outsourcers.”

“Tech companies have been lobbying to increase the cap — Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg set up pressure group FWD.us to campaign on immigration issues. Microsoft founder Bill Gates has been a long-time advocate of making it easier for foreign-born high-skilled workers to immigrate.”

THE INDIAN IT MAFIA RIPS OFF US COMPANIES SOFTWARE AND TRADE SECRETS:

“Sometimes, it’s not just jobs being lost… it’s valuable U.S. trade secrets. As Reuters reported in April:"

“Epic first sued Tata in 2014 with allegations that it illicitly downloaded documentation for software it had been hired to help install at Kaiser Foundation Hospitals, accusing the Indian company of “brazenly stealing” confidential information and trade secrets in order to help its competing healthcare software provider, Med Mantra, according to court documents. It filed an amended complaint in 2015.”

“The jury in federal court in Wisconsin on Friday found in Epic’s favor on seven claims including breach of contract, misappropriation of trade secrets, unfair competition and unfair enrichment. It awarded $240 million in compensatory damages and $700 million in punitive damages, court documents said.”
THE INDIAN IT MAFIA - It is time for a Bollywood and Hollywood film project “The Tata Father”. The film would include the New Jersey Dons of Cognizant, Infosys, Wipro and HCL. They break naan together in an Indian joint off the NJ turnpike. Make a great movie for our time. After all WALL STREET issued a BUY for these STOCKs.

http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/05/30/beyond-zucked-indian-megacompanies-behind-h-1b-visa-crisis/

Indian IT Services and Modern-Day Slavery - Indian Professional Observer “Here are some key trends that are never disclosed to the public, but have currently put over 1 million Indians into modern-day slavery:

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/indian-services-modern-day-slavery-karthik-sundaram

CATERPILLAR HIRES H-1B FOREIGN GRADUATES, DUMPS 300 AMERICAN PROFESSIONALS
Breitbart News Flash: Caterpillar Canning Mossville, Illinois American Employees - At the Same Time Retain H-1Bs - Then Outsources Overseas - They Make Carrier in Indiana Look Good

Caterpillar is an Insect Company that is Deaf Dumb and Blind to the American Political and Economic Trends. Once again, the executives and Wall Street benefit while the working man is trashed to a pittance existence.

I QUOTE THE ARTICLE OPENING:

“Caterpillar is firing 300 American employees in Mossville, Illinois, even though it is continuing to recruit and pay foreign “H-1B” guest-workers to do the white-collar jobs sought by American professionals in the United States."

“Caterpillar’s combination of white-collars layoffs and H-1B outsourcing matches the much-criticized decision by Carrier, a company in next-door Indiana, to outsource 1,400 blue-collar factory jobs to Mexico."

“Outsider GOP candidate Donald Trump has vigorously denounced the outsourcing by Carrier’s air-conditioning business. His opposition has helped him get a nine-point polling advantage in the state. But Trump’s support for major reforms to the H-1B program to reduce the outsourcing of professional jobs is raising his support among upper-income professional-class voters in many other states."

“The Caterpillar outsourcing “is all the same thing happening over and over again,” said John Miano, a lawyer and software expert who has sued the federal government to reduce or stop various outsourcing programs, such as the H-1B visa. “What we see is that companies ask for more [H-1B visas] while they’re laying off the same kind of [American professionals] … this is going to be an election that decides whether this continues,” Miano said."

“Early in 2016, Caterpillar asked the federal government for 71 H-1B visas needed to hire foreign white-collar college-grads. At least 30 of the requested H-1B visas are for engineers and other skilled professionals in Mossville, which is suffering the most layoffs."

“At least 44 of the visas requested in 2016 are for foreign graduates who are already working at Caterpillar in the United States. These “continuation” visas are automatically approved, and do not count against the much touted annual limits on H1-B visas.”
“Another 22 of Caterpillar’s visas are for new hires.”

“Since 2012, Caterpillar has requested 768 visas for H-1B workers. Roughly speaking, companies get one-fifth of the H-1B visas they request, suggesting the company has outsourced at least 100 U.S.-based jobs to lower-wage foreign graduates.”

“The visa allows the H-1B workers to stay for at least three years, and some manage to stay permanently. For example, the company has also helped get green cards — the precursor to citizenship — for roughly 70 foreign college graduates. Most of these green card employees have replaced Americans software graduates.”

END OF OPENING - PLEASE READ THE EXCELLENT REFERENCE DOCUMENTS.


STEM HELL: STEM jobs exist like crazy for manufacturing engineers, Caterpillar refuses to give offers to America’s Best and Brightest.

‘SENATOR FROM PUNJAB’: HOW HILLARY CLINTON MASTERMINDED A GLOBAL SCHEME TO REPLACE AMERICAN WORKERS

By Julia Hahn
20 Sep 2016

**BREITBART: Smash Slams the IT Indian Mafia - IT Hero Mike Emmons Provides a Tata and HCL History Lesson - Clinton Jokes She could be the Senator of Punjab, She Already is the Visa Goddess.**

**NOTABLE QUOTE:** “At a 2006 fundraiser, Hillary Clinton jokingly told donors that she could “easily” see herself as the elected representative of foreign citizens in the Indian region of Punjab.”

“As India Abroad reported at the time: “At the fundraiser hosted by Dr Rajwant Singh at his Potomac, Maryland, home... Clinton began by joking that, 'I can certainly run for the Senate seat in Punjab and win easily,' after being introduced by Singh as the Senator not only from New York but also Punjab.”

**BREITBART SUMMARY PROVIDED:**

- Hillary Clinton co-founded the Senate India Caucus, which anti-offshoring advocates say champions “issues important to India, including outsourcing and H-1B and L-1 visas.”

- Clinton in 2005: “I am delighted to be the Senator from Punjab as well as from New York.”

- Clinton has called for nearly doubling the controversial H-1B guest worker program—suggesting that American workers lack the skills to fill American jobs. She has also defended the cheap labor practices of an Indian outsourcing firm, to which the Clinton Foundation has financial ties: “We are not against all outsourcing; we are not in favor of putting up fences,” she said.

- Shortly after the CEO of HCL—the Indian firm that helped lay off 250 American Disney workers in Orlando—called American tech graduates “unemployable”, Bill Clinton delivered a speech to HCL to the tune of nearly a quarter of a million dollars at Disney World in Orlando.
• Reports note that Clinton has repeatedly “telegraphed” her support for a globalized world to the Indian community. At a conference of 14,000 Indian Americans, Bill Clinton extolled the virtues of “open borders, easy travel, easy immigration”.

• In 2007, Barack Obama slammed “Hillary Clinton (D-Punjab)’s personal, financial and political ties to India… It’s all about the money,” his campaign wrote.

EVEN OBAMA EXCLAIMS ABOUT HER INDIAN CONNECTION in 2008

"The Obama campaign wrote:

“The Clintons have reaped significant financial rewards from their relationship with the Indian community, both in their personal finances and Hillary’s campaign fundraising. Hillary Clinton, who is the co-chair of the Senate India Caucus, has drawn criticism from anti-offshoring groups for her vocal support of Indian business and unwillingness to protect American jobs… Hillary Clinton has taken tens of thousands [of dollars] from companies that outsource jobs to India. Workers who have been laid off in upstate New York might not think that her recent joke that she could be elected to the Senate seat in Punjab is that funny.”

MIKE EMMONS GETS EVEN - LET HIS STORY BE TOLD

“Mike Emmons, one of the American Siemens workers who was axed and replaced by a foreign worker, said that he was in touch with Clinton’s staff as all of this was happening. Yet shortly after Emmons had reached out to Senator Clinton seeking representation and protection for his colleagues from Tata’s
job theft, Emmons was forced to watch as Clinton celebrated Tata at its grand opening in Buffalo."

"In July of 2016, Emmons decided to speak out in response to Clinton’s claim that she finds it “heartbreaking” when American workers are forced to train their foreign replacements. In an op-ed titled, “Don’t Believe Clinton’s Crocodile Tears Over Lost American Jobs," Emmons denounced Clinton’s “preference for foreign guest workers over qualified Americans.” Emmons pointed specifically to Clinton’s long history of supporting expansions to the H-1B program and her support for legislation “that would have weakened the already laughably feeble ‘protections’ currently in place to prevent Americans from being displaced by guest workers."

“For me, the issue is personal. I am a tech worker who was replaced by a foreign guest worker," Emmons wrote. Emmons said that as he struggled to afford medical care for his handicapped daughter and as he watched his former colleagues struggle to make ends meet, he decided:

“I could not remain silent... I reached out to elected office-holders across the country, including Hillary Clinton, who had been elected Senator from New York in 2000. Shortly after I reached out to Senator Clinton’s office, I saw that she attended the grand opening of a Tata regional office in Buffalo, New York... If Hillary Clinton truly was heartbroken about Americans being forced to train their foreign replacements, she had ample opportunity to do something about it when she was in office. I for one have good reason not to trust that she will do the right thing if elected [president]."

“Tata has been responsible for destroying tens of thousands of American jobs and depressing the wages of countless more," said IT labor expert and Howard University Professor Ron Hira, who was a professor at the Rochester Institute of Technology at the time of Tata’s opening in Buffalo."

THE IT MAFIA AND DISNEY RICO WORLD IS FURTHER EXPOSED, BREITBART ROCKS THE STONE TEMPLES.

Mike, I see you collaborated with Breitbart on the Revenge to Hillary, great job and details are overwhelming. U KICKED HILLARY’s Tata ASS - Mission Accomplished, you would think that the Hillary people would read this stuff and the facts behind it and change their policy. They are losing votes left and right on this issue.

I POSTED:

**BREITBART: Smash Slams the IT Indian Mafia - IT Hero Mike Emmons Provides a Tata and HCL History Lesson - Clinton Jokes She could be the Senator of Punjab, She Already is the Visa Goddess.**
WIKILEAKS AND BREITBART - SNUG AS A BUG HUG IN H-1B
HILLARY SPAGHETTI CODE THAT IS IN AN INFINITE LOOP
HEADED FOR A STORAGE VIOLATION - ABEND CODE -
A999- STEM-OUTOFWORK4LIFE - OCTOBER 8, 2016.

WIKILEAKS, VIDEO: HILLARY CLINTON TOUTS H-1B WHITE-COLLAR OUTSOURCING PROGRAM

By Neil Munro
8 Oct 2016

Wikileaks and Breitbart - Snug as a Bug Hug in H-1B Hillary Spaghetti Code that is in a Infinite Loop Headed for a Storage Violation - ABEND CODE - A999- STEM-OUTOFWORK4LIFE

I QUOTE THE A TEAM:

“Hillary Clinton repeatedly touted the H-1B white-collar outsourcing program while meeting behind closed doors with technology companies, Wall Street firms and banks during 2013 and 2014, according to a collection of her comments released by unknown hackers.”

“The only point I would make for the tech community is on the H1B visas, I support them. When I was a Senator from New York I supported them,” she told a meeting hosted by a software company in August 2014, according to a document apparently prepared by her campaign team.”

“The 72-page document lists many of the controversial statements she made in 2013 and 2014, presumably to help her staff prepare responses if the speeches are were released. The new comments add to an extensive list of other pro-H-1B statements by Clinton.”

http://www.breitbart.com/2016-presidential-race/2016/10/08/hillary-clinton-promotes-h-1b-outsourcing-wikileaks/

Wikileaks and Breitbart - Snug as a Bug Hug in H-1B Hillary Spaghetti Code that is in a Infinite Loop Headed for a Storage Violation - ABEND CODE - A999- STEM-OUTOFWORK4LIFE

https://www.facebook.com/SaveAmericanITJobs/

EXCLUSIVE — AMERICAN WORKER FORCED TO TRAIN FOREIGN REPLACEMENT REVEALS HOW HILLARY CLINTON BETRAYED HIM

by JULIA HAHN | 15 Oct 2016 | Washington D.C. | 6104
By Julia Hahn

15 Oct 2016

BREITBART FLASH: Mike Emmons Tells Hillary TaTa Tale and the IT Hell of Training H-1B and L-1 Guest Visas in the Year 2003 and Beyond

I QUOTE PORTIONS OF THE INCREDIBLE Mike Emmons BREITBART SMACK DOWN

“In an exclusive interview with Breitbart News, American tech worker Mike Emmons detailed the untold story of his personal experience with the office of then-Senator Hillary Clinton and revealed how she abandoned American workers in favor of fulfilling the desires of corporate donors and foreign special interests.”

“A Hillary Clinton administration “would not be government of, or for, the people, but would, instead, be government against the people,” Emmons warned.”

“Emmons, who was one of the nation’s first whistleblowers to expose the displacement of American workers by foreign nationals brought in on guest worker visas, is one of thousands of American workers to have lost his job as a result of the cheap labor practices of the India-based outsourcing firm, Tata Consultancy Services (TCS)—a Clinton Foundation donor whose anti-American worker business model has been “enabled” and endorsed by Hillary Clinton.”

“Emmons said that his interactions with Clinton in 2003 opened his eyes to the cynical and corrupt pay-for-play tactics of a career politician, guided and consumed by her desire for self-advancement and personal enrichment.”

“As Emmons watched Clinton’s office rebuff his “desperate” pleas for help—choosing, instead, to stand with a foreign corporation at the direct expense of the American workers she was elected to represent—that was the moment, “my naïveté was over,” Emmons said. “That was when I realized exactly what this was: I realized it’s the government against the people.”

“As naïve as I was then, I now know that politicians like Hillary are not out to do what’s right for the people of America; they’re out to do what’s right for the people who donate money to them,” Emmons said.”

“By all accounts from the workers who have dared to risk their future in the tech industry by speaking out, the experience of training their foreign replacement is nothing short of traumatic.”

“One American worker, who wrote an op-ed for Breitbart News on the condition of anonymity, said he felt “betrayed.” He spoke of the alienation he
felt as he endured the “humiliat[ing]” and “disgraceful” experience of having no choice but “to watch a foreign worker completely take over my job.”

“Workers tell me that they feel physically sick as they’re forced to train their replacements,” said attorney Sara Blackwell, who runs an organization that represents high-skilled American workers replaced by low-wage foreign workers. “They go home and vomit; they cry every single night; they go into counseling; they’re admitted to hospitals; there are divorces; we’ve seen two suicides as a result of these cheap labor practices.”

This business model, Blackwell said, “has single-handedly destroyed American families by the thousands.”

“Emmons had a front row seat to the devastation.”

READ THE REST _ MIND BLOWING

It is paradoxical how things remain the same over a period of 15 years. This is a story so bold and uncompromising and strong in character. It is rare in our world of mouse click anger. In the year 2002-3 and beyond Mike Emmons invented and exercised extraordinary technical means to achieve his goal. The result is a BIG FU to Corporate America.

“If you sit at a desk, beware, your job is going overseas” is a notable quote from Mike in this ABC National News broadcast with Peter Jennings. Mike captured the broadcast on the hardware available and recently uploaded to You Tube ‘Siemens ICN replacing American workers’ originally aired on July 29, 2003 on ABC National News with Peter Jennings

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9cvFVmJiK54
By Patrick Thibodeau

Senior Editor, Computerworld - NOV 9, 2016 4:55 AM PT

Trump Stunner - H-1B and Job Loss and IT Workers Training Foreign Replacement was a Microcosm for Events that Unfolded.

Voters were mad as hell and were not taking it any more. That includes IT jobs being decimated, it means factories ripped from the ground and shipped to China or Mexico, it means that the total disregard of the US population as a whole by Wall Street the elites of Washington is over.

I QUOTE NOTABLE PATRICK

“President-elect Donald Trump realized early in his campaign that U.S. IT workers were angry over training foreign visa-holding replacements. He knew this anger was volcanic."

“Trump is the first major U.S. presidential candidate in this race -- or any previous presidential race -- to focus on the use of the H-1B visa to displace IT
workers. He asked former Disney IT employees, upset over having to train foreign replacements, to speak at his rallies.”

“The fact is that Americans are losing their jobs to foreigners,” said Dena Moore, a former Disney IT worker at a Trump rally in Alabama in February. "I believe Mr. Trump is for Americans first."

“Disney IT employee, is flanked by U.S. Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-Ala.), left, and presidential candidate Donald Trump at a Trump rally where Perrero spoke of his experience of being laid off last year after training his visa-holding replacement.”

“Trump teamed up with Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-Ala.) to draft an H-1B platform that makes the visa more expensive to use and protects U.S. workers from displacement. Sessions, who heads the Senate Immigration Subcommittee, was the first senator to endorse Trump.”

“A President Trump will have powers independent of Congress to change visa programs. The Optional Practical Training (OPT) extension, for instance, was created by executive order under the President George W. Bush administration and expanded by President Barack Obama.”

“The OPT program allows STEM students on an F-1 visa to work in the U.S. for up to three years without an H-1B visa. Critics have called it a backdoor H-1B visa, and it could be changed by the president's signature.”

“Curbing the H-1B visa doesn't eliminate offshore outsourcing. Visa restrictions may complicate the ability of the IT services industry to work in the U.S., but they may have little impact on offshore outsourcing. Business models will adjust. The bigger problem facing Trump is making it more attractive for firms to keep the jobs in the U.S.”

“In dealing with Congress on the H-1B issue, Sessions will play a key role.”

“Sessions has drawn repeated attention to the use of H-1B workers to replace U.S. IT workers, and made it a mission to give "voice" to displaced workers. His committee reached out to affected workers at Southern California Edison and other companies and heard testimony from one displaced former IT employee at Disney.”

“Democratic challenger Hillary Clinton never once mentioned the H-1B issue in this campaign, but she saw the problem.”

“Clinton, in an interview with Vox, said that "everybody with six degrees of separation either knows or thinks they know someone who knows somebody who lost a job to an undocumented worker or to a worker brought over on a
visa to do their job. There's just a lot of churn that suggests this is a real problem."

“What Clinton described is the definition of viral, and she was right. For nearly 25 years, IT workers have been complaining of training their foreign replacements and the anger had indeed gone viral. Trump used that, Clinton did not.”

**WILL TRUMP AND SESSIONS DELIVER? - FOR IT WORKERS IT IS A MATTER OF TO BE OR NOT TO BE - THAT IS THE ANSWER.**


**Trump Called Out IBM as the Perfect Example of WTF is Fucked Up:**


================================

---

**Tech Crunch - The Fake Silicon Valley Trade Journal - Pro H-1B Now Plays the Crybaby Role for the Valley 1% Crowd.**

I just quote the Tech Crunch propaganda for Immigration. They play the Statue of Liberty angle and try to depict H-1B Indians as “highly skilled workers rather than huddled masses yearning to be free.”

“Beyond tariffs making tech products more expensive (and hypothetically forcing companies to return their manufacturing to the U.S), a President Trump is likely to have a significant impact on the issue of immigration.”

“Silicon Valley has made a huge push to support and expand the H-1B visa program, which enables talented workers from overseas to remain in the U.S. and give them a path to a green card while filling the Valley’s demand for highly skilled jobs. And Trump said he would eviscerate that program.”

“For the Valley, the H-1B program is a high-tech iteration of the message inscribed on the Statue of Liberty — except they’re highly educated, highly skilled workers rather than huddled masses yearning to be free.”
“For the tech industry, [they] should be concerned about the visa programs that are in place to let companies import what are considered necessary workers,” says Autry.

TECH CRUNCH IS PATHETIC - INDIANS ARE THE HUDDLED MASSES - IS THAT ALL YOU GOT?


I saw this posted from one of our readers who made a comment on a shared post:

“The Philippines, India, Singapore’s BPO businesses be warned.... a new movement of nativism-nationalism has swept America.... with the Donald Triumphalism defying globalization and outsourcing of American tech work and manufacturing.”

“There goes India’s BPO (Business-Processing-Outsourcing) operations in Bangalore, Mumbai, Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Ahmedabad.... and the Indian tech workers working under H-1B visas for Wipro, Infosys, Tata, HCL America.... they will be fucked under a Donald Trump administration.”

“The Donald does not owe Silicon Valley anything.... he never took any campaign contributions nor ever mooched with Silicon Valley’s billionaire moguls from Google, Apple, Cisco, H-P, et al......

“The Donald owes the tech sector nothing........ and he does not like India and Indians and other tech workers from Asia flooding Silicon Valley with 840,000 H-1B visas stealing work from native-born Americans.”

“America’s heartland’s unemployed workers are angry and disillusioned that Obama and the Demopublican Party establishment has done little to respond to their frustrations with joblessness and underemployment.”

“Fuck India’s tech BPO business stealing jobs from America .... this election outcome with the Donald victory is signaling.”

=====

America’s “Fuck you... I can't take it anymore” national elections --- November 8, 2016.

My photo yesterday in downtown San Francisco Financial District (November 8, 2016) - election day- a meme of a middle-aged white male in a baseball cap, forlorn, alone.... swimming and standing alone against the stream of overwhelming supporters in San Francisco for Hilary Clinton...... standing alone.
with his hand sign tooting for Trump for President, and Pence for Vice-President yesterday....... will go down in the history book..... as the shocking and unprecedented outcome of a historic American election where all the pundits, the smartest Jews, the big media guns and “talking heads,” the professional pollsters, the insiders from Washington D.C.-New York City, Boston-Cambridge-Wall Street-Big Business-Silicon Valley-tech billionaires- got whacked and took a shellacking from the heartland of America. .... the rural and rust belt of “Six Pack Johnnies.” "Jello Susies." "Joe the alfalfa farmer” "Harry the potato farmer," and "Cupcake Jane."....... 

This was blue-collar whitelash.... “whitelash” is a new word framed by Black Clintonite activist Van Jones post-mortem as he choked up in tears as the election results showed an upset.

Yes, a shellacking it is that the Demopublican Party insider establishment machine took from Donald “the reality show master of marketing and soundbites” Trump. With the array of smart Jews lined up against him from New York City, and from the NYT-WaPo-Wall Street-CNN-Time Warner and their "bad-mouthing" against him...... the New York Jews lost big-time.

This is as I predicted and ranted about, and got butt-fucked by the east-coast New York city snobs from Chinese-America stigmatizing me as a "shit-disturbing" loose cannon, a wild man who does not play the "PC-Wannabe" game of aspirational white-ass licking that Asian-America’s insiders’ elite are obsessed with...... 

Look where they are the morning after a trouncing from the Donald?

What happened to “kumbaya” and the rainbow coalition? What happened to the "amigo vote? What happened to the "Black vote"? What happened to the “woman’s vote”?

**Interestingly, the winners this morning are:**

* Vladimir Putin, Russia’s president;

* Julian Assange of Wikileaks;

* Michael Moore, the documentary filmmaker and maker of "Roger & Me" from Flint, Michigan;

* Peter Thiel, the sole Silicon Valley billionaire, one Donald Trump’s supporter, a founder and investor of Pay Pal, who was swimming alone against the stream of Google, Apple, Sales Force, and the Silicon Valley tech moguls.
* Nobel Laurette economist Professor Joseph Stiglitz of Columbia University who has railed against America's growing class-income-wealth chasm splitting America into "Tale of Two Countries."

* Professor Vladimir Golstein, my friend, a former associate professor of Yale University.

* General Michael Flynn, the chief military-security adviser to Donald Trump, a lifelong Democrat who is swimming against the Pentagon mindsets of old cobwebs like Ash Carter, General Dempsey, and Admiral Harry "Japa-Hapa" Harris. He was also a former director of Defense Intelligence Agency who went against the Obamaniac failed foreign policy and military intervention in Iraq and Afghanistan.

The big-time losers, among others, from Asia, are:

** Japanese right-wing premier Shinzo Abe;

** Australian right-wing conservative premier Malcolm Turnbull;

** Singapore premier Lee Hsien Loong;

** India premier Narendra Modi.

Why? Asia Pivot-Rebalancing and its economic adjunct, TransPacific Partnership (TPP) is dead.

Pax Americana, together with fading Britannia... with Brexit.... is on the way out with the old world order of American-Britain-European Union primacy and dominance is fading away.... dying from their own domestic meltdowns and own class-polarization.

Lesson from Xi Jinping and China's new core leadership?

Learn from the mistakes of New York City.... don't let Shanghai and the Shanghai clique repeat the same mistakes of New York City.


If XJP and his core leaders do not learn from Hilary's and America's mistakes, I am afraid China, like Singapore and Japan, will soon suffer another "fuck you" - 'putang ina mo," mass movement of revolt and rebellion as was what happened yesterday in America's elections.... and as was what happened in Britain with the "Brexit" vote.
Take heed, Chinamen. Take heed. Shanghai is not New York City. It can and must do better. Beijing is not Washington D.C....... learn from America's mistakes.... colossal mistakes.

Remember the rural hinterlands.... Rodrigo Duterte of the Philippines is ahead of the game. Not many of Shanghai's and Beijing's leaders, I am afraid.

**Learn from America's mistakes.**

UNIVERSITIES FAST-TRACK FOREIGN STUDENTS INTO 147,000 WHITE-COLLAR U.S. JOBS

by NEIL MUNRO | 29 Nov 2016 | 2992
Save American Information Technology Jobs

BY NEIL MUNRO

29 NOV 2016

Breitbart Slams OPT with the Facts - Universities Love the $$$ From Foreign F-1 Students and Love the OPT Scam of Screwing their Own USA STEM Students of their Lives and Careers.

NOTABLE QUOTE: “The OPT outsourcing program is great for the foreign students because it gets them a U.S. job for three years, and puts them on a track to win extremely valuable Green Cards and citizenship. It is great for employers because many OPT employees work for low salaries in the hope of eventually getting Green Cards — and also because the OPT employees are exempt from Social Security and Medicare taxes, unlike American employees.”

I QUOTE parts another well documented Breitbart report:

“U.S. universities are rapidly increasing the number of fee-paying foreign students who are being fast-tracked into the professional jobs sought by American graduates.

In 2009, the universities helped 67,804 foreign graduates get white-collar jobs under the little-known Optional Practical Training program, which allows foreigners to get professional-grade jobs inside the United States for at least three years.”

“By 2016, the universities worked with companies to get at least 147,498 foreign student customers into the white-collar jobs, according to the Institute of International Education, a New York-based group run by trustees from industry, education and Wall Street.”

“The OPT system is also great for universities and colleges because it brings in more student customers from overseas, whose tuition fees greatly exceed the paperwork costs paid by universities to run the OPT program. That’s a big financial benefit for universities.”

“But the OPT guest-worker program is bad for the many ordinary American graduates who are being shut out of more than 100,000 jobs — and who also face increased lifetime competition from imported, lower-wage foreign professionals.”

“Joseph Palos, a high-tech graduate from Cornell University, formally objected to the OPT program in 2015. ”Companies don’t want to hire Americans and they abuse… OPT to hire cheap immobile labor instead of hiring anyone over the age of 35, especially in software or tech areas.” he wrote to a federal agency, according to a report in ComputerWorld.”
“The scale of the OPT outsourcing program is unclear — but it is certainly huge.”

“For comparison, the 147,498 foreigners now employed in the OPT program add up to three times the 51,000 Americans who graduated with information technology jobs in 2015, according to federal data. The number of resident foreign OPT professionals is also five times the 29,000 Americans who graduated with science degrees in 2015, and 40 percent more than the 108,000 Americans who graduates with engineering degrees.”

“The federal government defines STEM very broadly, according to the Department of Homeland Security.”

“OPT STEM graduates, says the DHS, can work in “dairy science... horticultural science... environmental studies ... natural resources conservation ... urban forestry ... artificial intelligence ... computer graphics ... solar energy ... naval science ... cyber/electronic operations and warfare ... stealth technology ... undersea warfare ... nutrition sciences ... sustainability studies ... child psychology ... archaeology ... medical science ... veterinary physiology ... business statistics ... management science.”

“Universities love the OPT program because it allows them to effectively sell U.S. work-permits to foreign students, and to rent foreign students to companies. “We are very supportive of giving international students more opportunities because they are our alums, they are our graduates, they are the ones that are going to get better jobs because the companies are going to see that there’s more longitude to it,” said Adria Baker, the director of Rice University’s office for international students. “The companies are depending on these students. They hire them because they are the best people for that field,” she said.”

“Foreign students openly say they pay tuition to American universities because they also get work permits. “The primary reason I chose the U.S. was exactly that it offers better opportunities than other countries, whose immigration policies may be stricter,” Maggie Tang, a 2015 graduate of Rice, told the university newspaper. “I knew I had a chance to stay here and work, to earn back some of that tuition and gain experience,” she said.”

“On Jan. 17, three days before he leaves office, Obama is expected to release a set of regulations that will further expand the H-1B program.”

“Some of the jobs are given to the foreign graduates via a semi-hidden jobs market for “freshers.” That’s an Indian term for new graduates, so a quick search of online job sites for “freshers” shows companies which are eager to hire foreigners via the OPT program. Specialized websites for job-seeking OPT graduates exist. Also, there’s some evidence that many OPT workers are hired
by their co-nationals living in the United States, without Americans being allowed to apply for the jobs."

THE F-1 OPT PROGRAM IS WORST THEN THE H-1B PROGRAM IN MANY WAYS.

FIRST IT IS A NEGATIVE INCENTIVE FOR USA STUDENTS TO ENROLL IN STEM AS A CAREER; THUS ROBBING THEM OF THEIR INTELLECTUAL AND COGNITIVE ABILITIES.

SECOND IT PROVIDES AN INCREDIBLE UNFAIR ADVANTAGE TO FOREIGN STUDENTS OVER NATIVE BORN STUDENTS. THE OPT IS SHOCKING IN IT’S SCOPE AND BREAH TAKING IN IT’S DESTRUCTION OF THE YOUNG.

IT IS EVERYWHERE IN ALL PROFESSIONS.


Example of OPT Job Site, one of thousands: https://www.simplyopt.com/
BREITBART FLASH - EXPOSES OBAMA'S FINAL FU KISS OF CAREER DEATH TO IT AND STEM - MASSIVE GREEN CARDS GIVEAWAY AND GOODIES GALORE FOR THE INDIANS AND VALLEY PIG CEO'S SHOCKING IN SCOPE - NOVEMBER 29, 2016.

OBAMA CHALLENGES DONALD TRUMP BY EXPANDING H-1B OUTSOURCING PROGRAM

by NEIL MUNRO | 28 Nov 2016 | 4490

By Neil Munro
28 Nov 2016

Breitbart Flash - Exposes Obama's Final FU Kiss of Career Death to IT and STEM - Massive Green Cards Giveaway and Goodies Galore for the Indians and Valley Pig CEO's Shocking in Scope


The Labor and DHS have plenty of work to undo this mess.
BREITBART ALT-RIGHT FLASH: TRUMP NAMES CEO’S WHO OUTSOURCE AND H-1B TO A WTF IS A “STRATEGIC AND POLICY FORUM” - SOME FAMILIAR NAMES THAT SOUND ALL TOO FAMILIAR IN A NEGATIVE CONNOTATION - DECEMBER 3, 2016.

TRUMP STAFFS STRATEGIC AND POLICY FORUM WITH SOME H-1B ENTHUSIASTS

By Alex Swoyer & Julia Hahn
3 Dec 2016

Breitbart Alt-Right Flash: Trump Names CEO’s Who Outsource and H-1B to a WTF is a “Strategic and Policy Forum” - Some familiar names that sound all too familiar in a negative connotation.

“President-elect Donald Trump is establishing a Strategic and Policy Forum, which will meet with him for the first time at the White House in February, to share ideas with Trump as he “implements his plan to bring back jobs,” according to Trump’s transition team.

The Forum will be comprised of many business leaders, but at least three of the 16 members have a history of supporting the importation of foreign workers.

“For example, Disney’s CEO Bob Iger oversaw the firing and replacement of hundreds of American workers in late 2014. Iger had been a Hillary Clinton supporter during the 2016 election and even hosted a Hollywood fundraiser for Clinton in August at a billionaire’s gated home in Beverly Hills.”

“Iger also serves as a co-chair of the Partnership for a New American Economy, a group that advocates for the expansion of the foreign worker H-1B program.”

“One of the principles of the Partnership for a New American Economy, according to its website is to grow “opportunities for immigrants to enter the United States workforce — and for foreign students to stay in the United States to work — so that we can attract and keep the best, the brightest and the hardest-working, who will strengthen our economy.”

“Another Forum member, JPMorgan Chase’s Chief Executive Jamie Dimon, previously suggested foreign students should stay and work in the United States instead of returning home.”

“All these kids who come from around the world, who get advanced degrees, you know, our best universities in the world, science, technology, and we send them home,” Dimon stated.”

“Students must request a visa to stay in the United States after one year post-graduation as they are permitted to work in America for the first year after they receive their degree, according to The Hill.”

“Let them stay, let them build companies. A lot of these companies were built by immigrants,” Dimon stated.”

“Also the President and CEO of Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. Doug McMillon sits on Trump’s Strategic and Policy Forum, but as previously reported, Wal-Mart has a history of importing foreign workers and displacing American workers through
the H-1B visa program. For instance, the Huffington Post noted that “Walmart filed 1,800 petitions for H-1B visas over the last eight years, with the annual number increasing from 79 in 2007 up to 513 in 2014.”

“Walmart is driving down standards in the tech industry in the U.S. by using H-1B visas and contractors excessively,” read a 2015 AFL-CIO report. “This keeps costs low and allows for IT guest workers to be paid less.”

**STEVE BANNON WHERE ARE YOU?**

http://www.breitbart.com/2016-presidential-race/2016/12/03/trump-staffs-strategic-policy-forum-h-1b-enthusiasts/
Breitbart New Feed: Numbers USA Rags on GOP Leadersh!t on Immigration, H-1B Included. - December 4, 2016.

GOP LEADERS TRYING TO BLOCK DONALD TRUMP’S IMMIGRATION POLICIES, SAY REFORMERS

By Neil Munro

2 Dec 2016

Breitbart New Feed: Numbers USA Rags on GOP Leadersh!t on Immigration, H-1B Included.

I QUOTE A NEWS ORGANIZATION THAT ACTUALLY GIVES A SHIT ABOUT WORKERS:

Save American Information Technology Jobs
“Some immigration reform advocates say GOP leadership is working to block President-elect Donald Trump’s pro-American immigration reforms by building its own wall of do-little legislation and do-nothing rhetoric.”

“The GOP leadership is pushing a “phony enforcement posture,” says Dan Stein, director of the Federation for American Immigration Reform. But, he added, “the public has shown it will not be fooled by head-fakes and symbolic gestures.”

“Trump already has the legal authority to accomplish most of what he promised, so “Congress should be focusing on [funding Trump’s promises], on reforming the H-1B [guest worker] program to better protect American workers, passing [mandatory] E-Verify [legislation] to prevent illegal immigrants from getting jobs … [and] to reduce the overwhelming legal immigration numbers that bring in millions of new foreign workers,” said Chris Chmielenski, at NumbersUSA, an immigration reform group.”

“Congress' focus on other issues, he said, “shows the lack of willingness on the part of the GOP leadership to take the situation seriously,” despite Trump’s election.”

**PAUL RYAN AND HIS TAX AND IMMIGRATION AND HEALTH POLICIES MAKE HIM THE MOST DANGEROUS MAN IN WASHINGTON.**

**STEVE BANNON WHERE ARE YOU?**

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/12/02/gop-leaders-block-trump-immigration-reforms/

Speaker Ryan Retreats on H-2B Visa Outsourcing Program

By Neil Munro
7 December 2016
Breitbart News Slam: Paul Ryan Gets Push Back on H-2B Visa Giveaway - Is the H-1B Blow Back the Next Face Burn for Ryan and his County Club Republicans?

Crisis in the Thoroughbred Racing community and at the polo club.

“GOP leaders, including House Speaker Paul Ryan, have quietly ended an unpopular 2015 program to annually outsource another 198,000 blue-collar jobs to lower-paid foreign workers.”

“The quiet reversal by Ryan comes as President-elect Donald Trump moves forward with his very popular campaign promises to curb outsourcing of U.S. jobs via legal and illegal immigration, free-trade and guest-worker programs.”

“The long-standing H-2B program allows companies to annually bring in 66,000 foreign workers instead of hiring Americans. The program provides the companies with cheap seasonal workers, minimizes the need for companies to recruit and train Americans, and it also cuts the salaries paid to full-time American workers, say advocates.”

“Ryan’s December 2015 language expanded the visa program by saying that foreign H-2B workers would not count towards the annual 66,000 limit if they had worked for a H-2B employer during the prior three years. In effect, the “returning worker exemption” covertly quadrupled the size of the H-2B program from 66,000 visas per year up to 264,000 visas per year. That is an increase of up to 198,000 outsourcing visas each year.”

“The H-2B visa program is one of many guest-worker programs — including the white-collar H-1B, OPT and L-1 visa programs, the J-1 summer-worker programs and the H-2A agriculture program – that import at least 700,000 guest workers each year. The programs are so large that at least 1 million white-collar guest-workers live and work year-round in the United States.”

It appears that Breitbart is the ONLY news outlet looking out for workers that have been displaced by H-2B and H-1B visas. They continue to be persistent and resolute to ensure follow thru, So Help Me Bannon!

http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/12/07/ryan-ends-h2b-expansion/
Trumps actions are a message to CORPORATE PIG AMERICA: STOP OUTSOURCING. There is a new SHERIFF in TOWN. I do not recall any President speaking out forcefully AGAINST the practice, W Bush and Obama were pro outsourcing and DID nothing for IT workers or FACTORY workers, in fact they made matters worse.

It appears that Breitbart is the ONLY news outlet looking out for workers that have been displaced by H-2B and H-1B visas. They continue to be persistent and resolute to ensure follow thru -

By Frances Stead Sellers and David A. Fahrenthold

January 31, 2017

Stephen K. Bannon walks in before a listening session with cybersecurity experts in the Roosevelt Room in the White House on Tuesday. (Jabin Botsford/The Washington Post)

By Frances Stead Sellers and David A. Fahrenthold

31 Jan 2017

Beltway Bannon: Will the Breitbart Brain Stephen K. Bannon Push the H-1B Visa Reform Executive Order to Implementation?

Washington Post examination of Stephen K. Bannon reveals his H-1B views and what the future lies for IT Workers if Stephen K. Bannon pushes the proper Trump button.
I QUOTE ONLY THE H-1B PART OF THE ARTICLE FOR INSIGHTS:

“On a March 2016 episode, Bannon said that restoring sovereignty meant reducing immigration. In his radio shows, he criticized the federal H-1B visa programs that permit U.S. companies to fill technical positions with workers from overseas.”

“The “progressive plutocrats in Silicon Valley,” Bannon said, want unlimited ability to go around the world and bring people back to the United States. “Engineering schools,” Bannon said, “are all full of people from South Asia, and East Asia...... They’ve come in here to take these jobs.” Meanwhile, Bannon said, American students “can’t get engineering degrees; they can’t get into these graduate schools because they are all foreign students. When they come out, they can’t get a job.”

“Don’t we have a problem with legal immigration?” asked Bannon repeatedly."

“Twenty percent of this country is immigrants. Is that not the beating heart of this problem?” he said, meaning the problem of native-born Americans being unable to find jobs and rising wages."

“In another show, Bannon had complained to Trump that so many Silicon Valley chief executives were South Asian or Asian. This was a rare time when Trump — normally receptive to Bannon’s ideas on-air — pushed back. “I still want people to come in,” Trump said. “But I want them to go through the process.”

“So far, Trump has made no changes to the high-skilled visa program. This week, White House press secretary Sean Spicer said that the Trump administration may reexamine the program.”

ALL I CARE ABOUT IS THE H-1B PART - Stephen K. Bannon as DARTH VADER GIVES ME PAUSE.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/bannon-explained-his-worldview-well-before-it-became-official-us-policy/2017/01/31/2f4102ac-e7ca-11e6-80c2-30e57e57e05d_story.html?


“In the same interview, Bannon compared himself to a powerful aide to England’s Henry VIII — an aide who helped engineer a world-shaking move of his era, the split of the Church of England from the Catholic Church.”

Google Search Confirms - ZERO - They are casted in India for removal of rubbish, animal carcasses and human waste. Funny how the Human Rights NGO’s have completely ignored these poor people.

An executive order would put tremendous pressure on the Indian IT Mafia firms and their third party contractor company cohorts to hire US citizens instead of 99% Indian Males under the age of 30. The 1% are often are often what I refer to as IT Traitors. The blatant discrimination in the job market by Indian companies and American companies for that matter against technical professionals that are NOT INDIAN AND NOT UNDER THE AGE THE AGE OF 30 is so widely evident and proven. I hear about it every day from the readers of this page. I have personally been discriminated against and so have my friends. Indians only hire Indians in the job market. PERIOD. YES, an Executive Order may or will improve the job market for US born citizens.

IT Workers to Trump - Let’s Get This Reality Show on the Road - IT Workers Need Jobs Now and End Indian Job Discrimination

So, this a showdown between Shalabh ‘Shalli’, Kumar, the head of the Republican Hindu Coalition and Breitbart Brain Stephen K. Bannon aka Darth Vader with Thomas Cromwell under the mask. Who is the true wizard behind the curtain?

https://www.change.org/p/attorney-general-of-the-united-states-stop-h-1b-discrimination-against-americans

I looked over the executive order and two things strike me. One how it looks. It is scanned crooked or copied mis-aligned. It looked like somebody rushed to the copy machine and slapped each page on the machine. The individual was in a paranoid rush. Why not use the copy machine feed the pages to produce a normal looking document? The letterhead White House looked like it was typed in and not official. The document itself was a standard temple for requirements I have seen often. The writing was an outline of a broad brush stoke effort, not that badly written. The draft was leaked to VOX, Ezra Klein, a so-called liberal rag. Either a rogue employee, or the staff associated with Stephen K. Bannon was behind the leak, In Washington, leaked documents are often put out as feelers to take the temperature, in this case the temperature is hot. The leaked draft usually prepares people for what is to come and not be
surprised. With Trump, who knows WTF is going to happen. If it does happen - Stephen K. Bannon will be the wizard behind the curtain.
Breitbart News Flash - Fear and Loathing of Trump in Tech Land as Executive Order Gathers Hotter Steam in the Valley $$$ Sauna Rooms - The Sweat is Dripping - Is the Hot Air is Getting Un Breathable? - February 14, 2017.

BIG TECH FEARS TRUMP’S ‘AMERICA FIRST’ VISA REFORMS

By John Binder
14 Feb 2017
Breitbart News Flash - Fear and Loathing of Trump in Tech Land as Executive Order Gathers Hotter Steam in the Valley $$$ Sauna Rooms - The Sweat is Dripping - Is the Hot Air is Getting Unbreathable?

I QUOTE BREITBART TEXAS:

“A number of multinational tech companies fear what could be President Donald Trump’s next move on the issue of foreign guest worker visas that are allotted to corporations every year.”

“Under Trump’s drafted executive order, the H-1B visa, which Silicon Valley tech companies use to hire foreign high-skilled workers, would be reviewed “to make H-1B allocation more efficient and ensure that beneficiaries of the program are the best and brightest rather than arbitrarily distributed by lottery.”

“Multinational tech giants based in India fear that the number of H-1B visas could be slashed under Trump or GOP legislation, a policy which Trump has said puts American workers first.”

“Tech outsourcing companies based out of India like Infosys, Cognizant, Tata Consultancy Services, and Wipro are all bracing for potential reforms in the H-1B visa, CNBC reported.”

“India’s corporations are particularly concerned about any reforms to the H-1B visa program, as workers from that country account for nearly 70 percent of all of the H-1B visas allotted every year, according to research by the Center for Immigration Studies (CIS).”

“Residents of Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, and Karnataka, as we will show, have 24 times the chance of being hired as an H-1B as the average resident of the world, excluding U.S. workers, who, of course, have zero chance of being hired in this program,” David North, an immigration expert with CIS, wrote.

“Financiers in India voiced their concerns last month when they wrote about their fearfulness of H-1B visa reform under Trump.”

“Immigration restrictions are the main source of India’s vulnerability,” the Chief India Economist with Nomura Sonal Varma wrote to clients, according to CNBC.

“Likewise, Citi’s Director for India Research Surendra Goyal told clients that “Immigration reform remains an overhang to watch and likely a key theme for the IT services sector in 2017.”

“Director of Governmental Affairs for NumbersUSA Rosemary Jenks told Breitbart Texas that Trump’s executive order draft is feared by multinationals for
the specific reason that it throws a wrench in their current model where tech departments are handed over to consulting firms who then find cheap, foreign workers to fill job positions."

“These would be hurt the worst and fastest by what the executive order is proposing. Their whole business model goes out the window,” Jenks said in an interview.”

“Jenks warned that even if Trump does eventually sign the drafted order on the issue, it would not be the end-all solution to ending abuse within the H-1B visa system where older workers and STEM graduates are discriminated against.”

“The executive order will not address all the problems with H-1B,” Jenks said. “It would be unfortunate if the only thing we did was fix some of the problems through executive orders.”

BREITBART CONTINUES TO PROVIDE FINE JOURNALISM ON THE GUEST VISA REFORM, THIS IS AN EXCELLENT SUMMARY. TEXAS HAS BEEN OVERWHELMED BY INDIANS - CROWDING OUT LOCAL TEXANS.

http://www.breitbart.com/texas/2017/02/14/big-tech-fears-trumps-america-first-visa-reforms/

DONALD TRUMP CALLS FOR HUGE ‘MERIT BASED’ IMMIGRATION REFORM

By Neil Munro

28 Feb 2017
Breitbart Blasts Trump Immigration Merit Based Talk - High Risk of Trump Voters and Middle Class Bending Over and Getting Bent Backwards.

NOTABLE QUOTE: “If Trump is willing to increase the inflow of white-collar skilled workers, he risks losing the support of many middle-class voters during the 2018 and 2020 elections.”

“President Donald Trump called for a huge overhaul of the nation’s immigration rules to reduce the huge inflow of low-skill, welfare-dependent immigrants, but perhaps also to increase the inflow of productivity-boosting white-collar immigrants.”

In his Feb. 28 speech to the joint session of Congress, he declared:

“Nations around the world, like Canada, Australia and many others — have a merit-based immigration system. It is a basic principle that those seeking to enter a country ought to be able to support themselves financially. Yet, in America, we do not enforce this rule, straining the very public resources that our poorest citizens rely upon. According to the National Academy of Sciences, our current immigration system costs America’s taxpayers many billions of dollars a year.”

“Switching away from this current system of lower-skilled immigration, and instead adopting a merit-based system, will have many benefits: it will save countless dollars, raise workers’ wages, and help struggling families — including immigrant families — enter the middle class.”

“I believe that real and positive immigration reform is possible, as long as we focus on the following goals: to improve jobs and wages for Americans, to strengthen our nation’s security, and to restore respect for our laws.”

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR IT WORKERS?

“Trump’s proposed shift to “a merit-based immigration system” would reduce the inflow of unskilled migrants, but perhaps also raise the inflow of skilled migrants.”

“In contrast to unskilled migration, the annual inflow of university educated legal immigrants is much smaller, at perhaps 200,000 professionals per year.”

“Nonetheless, these skilled migrants compete for white-collar jobs against the roughly 800,000 young Americans who graduate each year with degrees in business, healthcare, technology, and science.”

“The white-collar immigrant labor supply is augmented by the resident population of at least 1 million white-collar contract workers who hold long-
term H-1B visas or work permits. Roughly 650,000 foreign H-1B workers are employed in a wide variety of white-collar jobs in the United States, including roughly 100,000 as academics, teachers, doctors, therapists, scientists, and designers at American universities. Other visa programs boost the number of resident foreign professionals to at least 1 million.”

“The H-1B program and other visa programs are used by many prestigious American companies, including Comcast, Carnival, Disney, McDonald’s, Caterpillar, and Uber. Also, many lesser-known U.S. companies hire Indian workers from Indian-owned outsourcing firms.”

“The large supply of foreign graduates — either immigrants or guest workers — pushes many middle-aged American professionals out of their careers and pushes younger American graduates into different careers with lower salaries.”

“The sidelined American professionals and their families have been a huge source of support for Trump because of Trump’s repeated opposition to the H-1B program. If Trump is willing to increase the inflow of skilled white-collar workers, he risks losing the support of many middle-class voters during the 2018 and 2020 elections.”

“If Trump is willing to increase the inflow of white-collar skilled workers, he risks losing the support of many middle-class voters during the 2018 and 2020 elections.”

“But any debate about higher levels of skilled immigration might also create broad white-collar opposition to cheap-labor immigration programs, so helping Trump build public support for a reduction in overall immigration levels.”

“Name-brand companies and universities lobby year-round for a greater supply of foreign white-collar labor. For example, in 2013, companies and universities persuaded senators to include a provision in the pending "Comprehensive Immigration Reform" bill which would have allowed an unlimited inflow of salary-cutting foreign graduates into the white-collar job sites. In 2017, these business groups are opposing campaign proposals by Trump to reform the H-1B programs, which has created a resident population of roughly 650,000 white-collar contract workers, including 100,000 employed by universities.”

I THOUGHT BREITBART AND STEVE BANNON WERE PEAS IN A POD? NOW THEY ARE BROCCOLI AND SPINACH.

Did Trump in His Speech Sort of Say Under the Covers that he Wants to Rid of the H-1B Lottery, Pondering Minds Wonder?

During his speech he also said that he wants a merit-based employment visa (like Canada and Australia) - this means he may do away with the H1B visa lottery which has nothing to do with merit.

http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-wto-idUSKBN16832U?il=0

Indian Media: They See Merit System as Trump Providing Softer Crying Tissue

WASHINGTON: Trump, during his first address to Congress, noted that "nations around the world, like Canada, Australia and many others have a merit-based immigration system".

BREITBART FLASH - DHS RED TAPE IS THE ANSWER TO OUR H-1B BAD ILLNESS. GIVE ME THAT RED PILL! - MARCH 5, 2017.

DHS PAUSES FAST-TRACK H-1B APPROVALS FOR SIX MONTHS

By Neil Munro
5 Mar 2017

Save American Information Technology Jobs
113
Breitbart Flash - DHS Red Tape is the Answer to Our H-1Bad Illness. Give Me that Red Pill!

“Officials at the Department of Homeland Security have announced they are temporarily closing a fast-track process for companies seeking to hire foreign professionals via the controversial H-1B outsourcing program.” “The decision by officials working for DHS chief John Kelly to shut the “premium processing” loophole for six months will likely delay approval of H-1B visa requests for months, say employers and some immigration lawyers who make their living by importing foreign replacement workers into the United States.”

“The bureaucratic maneuver is not a full reform of the program, which now allows at least 650,000 lower-wage foreign professionals to work throughout the United States in jobs sought by young American graduates and by experienced professionals trying to get their own teenagers into college.”

“The maneuver may not even reduce the annual inflow of foreign workers, but it buys time for President Donald Trump, who repeatedly promised to reform the program during the 2016 campaign. “I will end forever the use of the H-1B as a cheap labor program, and institute an absolute requirement to hire American workers first for every visa and immigration program,” he said in a March 2016 statement. “No exceptions,” he added.”

“The new decision comes a four weeks before April 1, when Trump’s deputies were required by law to quickly distribute roughly 65,000 more H-1B visas to U.S. and foreign companies eager to import cheap white-collar contract-workers into the U.S. labor market.”

“The H-1B program is politically unpopular among white-collar professionals because it transfers U.S. professional jobs to foreign workers. Numerous polls show Americans overwhelmingly favor policies that get Americans and immigrants into jobs ahead of additional immigrants or contract-workers.”

“Trump’s removal of the fast-track process was slammed by immigration lawyers and by advocates for cheap white-collar labor.”

“The increased supply of foreign graduates pushes many middle-aged American professionals out of their careers, and pushes younger American graduates into different careers with lower salaries. The sidelined American professionals and their families have been a huge source of support for Trump among university-educated voters because of Trump’s promise to reform the program.”
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2017/03/05/white-house-tangles-h-1b-program-red-tape/

Meanwhile the Fraud Continues in Northern Virginia, I hate to say this old saying, THE TIP OF THE ICEBERG:  http://loudounnow.com/2017/03/03/ashburn-woman-sentenced-for-25m-money-laundering-conspiracy/

H-1B Worker Program Not a Reform Priority, White House Says

By John Binder

9 Mar 2017
Breitbart Bummer: Who Knows If and Ever H-1B Reform Will Happen? - Is Never is a Good Bet?

“There will be no immediate overhaul or reforms to the H-1B foreign guest worker visa program, according to White House Press Secretary Sean Spicer.”

“In a media briefing, Spicer said President Donald Trump would be reviewing a number of immigration issues that include H-1B visas, but said any reforms to the system before foreign workers could begin applying for the visas on April 1, 2017 would not occur.”

“I think there is the legal part of immigration and then the illegal part of immigration,” Spicer said, according to The Hindu. “The President’s actions that he’s taken in terms of his executive order and other revamping of immigration policy have focused on our border security, keeping our country safe, our people safe. And then, obviously, whether it’s H-1B visas or the other one — spousal visas — other areas of student visas, I think there is a natural desire to have a full look at — a comprehensive look at that.”

“The open borders lobby has shifted much of their focus away from Trump’s initiatives on illegal immigration and are now in defensive mode on the issue of H-1B visas, as Breitbart Texas reported.”

“India-based media and open border groups are particularly worried of any kinds of changes to the H-1B visa program, as the system largely favors young, male Indian workers who fill American tech-industry jobs.”

“The Trump Administration’s inaction to move on the H-1B visa program could see pushback from immigration hawks and voters, as only 30 percent of Americans see the program as necessary, Breitbart Texas reported.”

SAME DAY OVER A RAINBOW.......  


The Hindu: There is Joy, Joy, Joy, Joy in my Heart, Joy in my Heart: 
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/no-changes-in-h1b-programme/article17437117.ece

Meanwhile in Texas, Local Texan IT Workers find that Both the Private and Public Sector are Against Them, the Misery Continues -